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Abstract 

Since one of their first fashion shows, Ganni has been one of the most hyped and eye-catching brands in the 

Danish fashion industry. With their unique essence, colourful collections, and exceptional organizational 

culture they cannot be overlooked on their way to success. With digital and mobile media changing human 

interactions, communication, and business function, a contradicting nature of the digital effect on brands 

success is acknowledged. Thus, the complicated task of transforming a company into a global brand while 

establishing a strong brand identity on a global market is recognized and forms the underlying premise of the 

research question investigated in this thesis. As brand identity is perceived differently depending on social 

concepts, the touchpoints that need to be considered to gain success on the British market are investigated. 

With the digital usage, the possibility to be online at all times, and the power of opinion leaders, customers are 

becoming increasingly empowered and demanding through permanent connectedness. This is affecting the 

patch to purchase, and, in turn, which conditions brands need to have in mind to maintain success in the long 

run. 

 

With the change in the consumer decision journey, due to the evolution of digital channels and third-party 

opinions, this thesis examines how Ganni can create and communicate a solid brand identity on the British 

market. The applied theoretical framework for the analysis consists of existing brand identity theory, in order 

to analyse Ganni’s brand identity and what benefits it delivers to the customers. Additionally, an analysis of 

connected consumers’ changing habits and value-sets were deemed crucial for analysing how to identify the 

main drivers of brand engagement. Furthermore, brand-meaning theory was applied to investigate how Ganni 

customers perceive the meaning behind the brand. This was supplemented by digital affluent consumer theory 

and digital strategic theory to examine the implications of connecting with the customers in a proper way in 

this complex digital world. 

 

The empirical research gathered consisted of interviews, netnographic data collection, and secondary data, 

which concentrated on investigating how Ganni has achieved their success until now, as well as their use of 

digital channels and understanding of the conditions in the British fashion industry. Through an abductive 

research approach, the thesis continuously regulated interpretations of findings in the correlations of applied 

theory and the data collection, to gain a deeper insight into the problem field and obtain valid results. 
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Analysis provided evidence of the importance of Ganni’s brand identity and the emotional and self-expressive 

benefits they provide for their customers, as they are seen as important attributes in regard to beat the 

competition. Furthermore, it was identified how the consumers way of interacting and behaving through social 

media has a huge effect on the consumer journey in all phases. Accordingly, the significant effect social media 

also has on the evolvement of engagement with brands was confirmed, as seen through the #GANNIGirls 

hashtag and the whole community surrounding Ganni. 

 

Conclusively, this research endorses that Ganni will be met by huge competition from both online and offline 

actors when entering the British market due to several new substitutes and entrants in the industry. Besides 

that, several trends were found important to act on in regard to gaining success. 

 

This thesis suggests that Ganni should focus on their core identity and Scandinavia style through an 

omnichannel approach. They need to be ready to adapt to the British customers and develop a unique British 

essence, which can lead to the development of brand-customer relationships with the British customers. 

Essentially, Ganni should follow a Three-Dimensional Branding Approach and focus on ‘Social Life 

Branding’ and give their customers an intelligent and value-creating experience both online and offline. Lastly, 

Ganni should take action and be the leading brand in order to affect sustainability in the British fashion 

industry.
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1 Introduction 
This chapter concerns an introduction of the problem field and scope of study as well as a presentation of the 

research question that is to be answered throughout the thesis. Besides that, the motivation for research and 

the company chosen for analysis is presented. 

 

1.1 Problem field 
In the modern digital society, we live in today, brands are often considered differently depending on the 

consumer. Most brands are seen as much more than just their product, organization, or the person behind it. 

Brands are developed over time, in which they establish an identity that represents the values of the 

organization. Consumers use brands to represent themselves, a certain identity or status. Although people have 

always used different brands to express themselves, it is much more transparent today, in the digital society, 

and it is possible to show it anywhere at any time. 

 

Therefore, brand identity is becoming increasingly important for organizations, as consumers are buying into 

the identity and not necessarily the product. The brand identity is what makes a brand different from the 

competitors and is what secures that consumers remember the brand. It is not enough to have a unique product; 

it needs to associate the customers with a certain feeling or benefit to be attractive. It is, furthermore, crucial 

that the brand identity is understood in the same way that the brand wishes to be perceived, as this can be very 

decisive for their position on the market. Therefore, brands need to focus on how they communicate their brand 

identity to ensure that the communication reflects their intended brand meaning. 

 

Brands need to follow the digital evolution and the many new communication channels that have been 

developed. One of the most important communication channels for brands across the world is social media. 

Social media channels are a central part of most consumers’ everyday life, both as a source of entertainment 

and an information platform. Consumers are, at some point, leaving the traditional channels behind and 

progressively turning to social media as their primary information source (Bruhn et al, 2012). 
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In the fashion industry, worldwide, social media is especially used among B2C brands. When a brand use 

social media, it allows them to interact directly with their consumers. This, in turn, presents the consumer with 

a more personal brand experience, as opposed to that of the more traditional communication channels. 

Additionally, it is possible to foster a two-sided communication between the brand and the consumer 

(Edgecomb, 2017), since the consumer can comment on the posts and thereby start a dialogue, use brand 

hashtags and in general engage with the brand. This is especially interesting when examining brand identity 

because a brand identity normally evolves through interaction with consumers. 

 

To achieve success, brands need to understand their consumers’ needs, as this helps them deliver relevant 

content and, in turn, build brand equity. In regard to understanding the consumers, the decision-making process 

is seen as a helpful factor in understanding how the consumer think and interact. By comprehending how the 

consumers perceive a certain brand and which effect the digital channels has on their decisions-making process 

it can provide brands with an opportunity to modify their brand identity and content on social medias. “Success 

will come to companies that can closely track the sources of information their customers turn to and find the 

combination of marketing channels and tools best suited to the ways those consumers decide” (Simonson et 

al, 2014, p. 3). 

 

The Danish brand, Ganni, has successfully developed a unique brand identity in Scandinavia, but the question 

is whether or not they can spread it worldwide? Ganni uses the digital channels in an outstanding way and 

already have a large number of followers across channels. What’s more, they are clearly engaging with their 

customers and have developed a loyal customer base. Ganni has also developed close relationships with a 

number of successful Scandinavian influencers, but is that enough on an international scale? With the focus 

on a more playful and relaxed style, Ganni has found a gap in the market where they have caught the consumers 

attention by understanding their behavioural preferences, which is seen as the key factor in their huge customer 

engagement on their digital channels. 

The consumer decision-making process is culturally determined and changes across the world, which is why 

it is important to analyse markets individually (Amatulli et al, 2011). This emphasizes the importance of 

diversity and not forcing a general understanding of consumer behaviour across countries. This thesis focuses 

solely on the British market. With the use of social media, it is possible to develop, and use aligned 

communication strategies across countries, which is why it is interesting to investigate what Ganni needs to 

do in regard to gaining success on the international scene. 
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1.2 Scope of study 
The focus of this thesis lies in investigating the impact and role that the digital evolution has on the 

communication of brand identity and how brands maintain a successful brand identity when entering a new 

market. The research will cover the evolution of the digital world, the understanding of brand identity and the 

decision-making process, while also examining which touchpoints a brand needs to have in mind when going 

international and attempting to develop strong customer relationships worldwide. 

 

With the starting point in existing brand identity theory, the thesis sets out to confront these with the pre-

researched aspect of potential digital disruption of the traditional way of building a strong brand identity, 

investigating the connection between success and the use of digital channels. Furthermore, the evolving 

consumer behaviour pattern is an essential point of investigation, as it reveals new expectations from the 

consumers. Lastly, the British market is investigated to establish a clearer understanding of the conditions that 

Ganni need to bear in mind, in order to the succeed in the complex consumer decision journey. Overall, this 

thesis investigates how Ganni can gain the same success in the British market as they have achieved in 

Scandinavia. 

 

1.3 Delimitations 
The thesis takes its starting point within an underlying assumption of presumed changing effects for brands 

when entering a new market. The research is limited to focus on Ganni and their entrance on the British market; 

however, the thesis will also consider how they can develop a strong international profile, overall. This 

limitation was necessary due to time constraints and formal requirements. Examining multiple markets and 

analysing several brands would have been too time consuming and demanding in terms of resources; primarily 

due to the fact that the industry, as well as consumers, differ greatly across markets, which makes it impossible 

to make general assumptions. Additionally, this delimitation strengthens the focus and secures a more in-depth 

analysis, which is crucial in regard to implement the findings. 

 

1.4 Research Question 
Drawing from theories on brand identity, consumer behaviour and the effect of digital channels, this thesis 

seeks to address the connection between a strong brand identity and the success of a brand. Furthermore, the 

thesis will examine which parameters brands need to take into account when entering a new market. 

 

The objective of this thesis is to identify how Ganni shall establish their brand identity to gain success on 

the British market in order to transform the company into a global brand 
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1.4.1 Sub-questions 

- What touchpoints are important for a brand to keep a strong brand identity? 

- How has digital technologies and social medias challenged the way a brand is perceived? 

- How has consumers’ behaviour transformed with the digital evolution? 

- Which conditions are important to take into account when entering a new market? 

 

1.5 Pre-understandings 
The choice of method and research strategy have been influenced by the pre-understanding of the field. 

Overall, the problem field is affected by the fact that the fashion industry is changing due to the digital 

participation. As Ganni has evolved and expanded rapidly as a part of the digital evolution, it is a preliminary 

assumption that they are very visible and up to date with their digital channels. The British market is chosen 

due to the huge demand and focus on fashion. Additionally, Danish fashion brands in general have a good 

reputation and are well accepted in the UK due to their high quality, mid-price level and Scandinavian smart 

leisure wear. 

  

1.5.1 Definitions 

Throughout the thesis, various concepts will be used to explain different evolvements in the environment. In 

order to ensure the same understanding of the concepts, definitions used throughout this thesis are recapitulated 

below. 

 

Ganni is considered to be a brand in between luxury and mainstream, due to the fact that, besides their own e-

commerce site and stores, the clothes are only sold through exclusive websites and department stores alongside 

brands such as Balenciaga and Balmain, but at lower prices. Although they are not matching the international 

premium prices, they are perceived equally (Reffstrup, 2019). 

 

Brand identity is defined as “a unique set of brands associations that the brand strategist aspires to create or 

maintain. These associations represent what the brand stands for and imply a promise to customers from the 

organization members” (Aaker, 1996, p. 68). 

 

Omnichannel is a term which refers to the use of both online and offline channels combined and integrated. 

Omnichannel seeks to provide the customers with a smooth shopping experiences, whether the customer is 

shopping online from their mobile device or desktop, or in a physical store (Amed et al, 2019).  
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The term Influencers covers all kind of influencers - from bloggers to ‘instagrammers’, and others who have 

become renowned through other social media platforms. The definition of influencers used throughout this 

thesis is as follows: “An individual, who has the power to influence the purchase decisions of others due to 

their authority, knowledge or position” (Akselbo, 2019). 

 

1.6 Motivation for research  
The motivation behind this thesis can be understood in two-fold: the intrinsic and the extrinsic motivation. 

Overall, my motivation can be characterised as intrinsic, as the incentive for this research lies within the overall 

interest for the fashion industry. A lot of new brands evolve every year, but only very few truly succeed. Ganni 

is one of the most successful brands in Denmark today and they have a huge impact on the Danish fashion 

industry. They caught my interest several years ago, as Ganni has a unique essence with a different mindset 

than their competitors. Additionally, the evolving digital usage among consumers inspires me to get an 

understanding of which effect the social medias actually have on the decision-making process and brand 

identity. Furthermore, during the process of deciding the topic my extrinsic motivation evolved in regard to 

investigating something relevant for the company, thereby securing an external reward (Boyd, 2018). 

 
1.7 Structure 
Figure 1 illustrates how the thesis is divided into 9 chapters. Chapter 1 consists of an introduction to the 

research field, which includes the motivation, pre-understanding, and a presentation of the chosen company, 

while the scope of the study and research question establish the starting point of the research. In Chapter 2, the 

applied method is explained by the philosophy of science, research approach, and methodological design. The 

abductive approach is explained together with the primary data collection in regard to clarifying the research 

question. Chapter 3 is dedicated to analysing how to build a strong brand identity. Within the chosen theoretical 

framework Ganni’s brand identity is analysed, supported by the interview and netnographic findings. Chapter 

4 focuses on Ganni’s connection with the digital natives, where theoretical frameworks on the meaning of 

brands and digital consumers are analysed and supported by the findings from the netnographic data collection. 

Chapter 5 explores the consumer decision journey and how it has changed due to the digital evolution. Chapter 

6 presents an in-depth look into what it would take for Ganni to become successful on the British market. By 

combining the PESTLE and Porters Five Forces analysis, important touchpoints are identified. Chapter 7 opens 

up for a discussion of Ganni in the future, followed by Chapter 8, which consists of a final conclusion, where 

after Chapter 9 finally the limitations and look into possible future research. 
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Figure 1: Structure of thesis 
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1.7.1 Structure of the theoretical frameworks 

Figure 2 illustrates how the different theoretical frameworks used throughout the thesis are combined. The 

thesis will use The Brand Identity Planning Model (App. 14), developed by Aaker (1996), as a basis 

framework. The chosen framework consists of three main parts: the ‘Strategic Brand Analysis’, the ‘Brand 

Identity System’, and the ‘Brand Identity Implementation System’ (Aaker, 1996). To get a deeper analysis of 

the three elements, other theoretical models will be used in combination. 

 

The ‘Strategic Brand Analysis’ is divided into three parts, which will also be examined throughout the thesis. 

The first aspect, the ‘Customer Analysis’, will be analysed through the PESTLE analysis while the second 

element, ‘Competitor Analysis’, will be examined through the Porter’s Five Forces analysis. The third and 

final feature, the ‘Self-analysis’, will be illuminated by an analysis of Ganni and the digital natives. 

 

The ‘Brand Identity System’ is examined in order to get a clearer understanding of Ganni’s unique brand 

identity and what actually makes their brand identity different from that of their competitors. By understanding 

their brand identity, it builds a better basis for what they need to do in order to succeed on the international 

scene. 

 

Lastly, the first part of the ‘Brand Identity Implementation System’ is examined in Chapter 5, where Ganni’s 

brand position is analysed through the change in the consumers decision journey. The second part of the ‘Brand 

Identity Implementation System’ is enlightened in Chapter 7, where it is discussed which factors are found 

most useful for Ganni to implement, thereby presenting recommendations for which choices Ganni should 

make in order to gain success when opening their store in the UK. 
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Figure 2: Structure of the theoretical frameworks 
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1.8 Company presentation 
Ganni is a Danish fashion brand, founded in 2000 and is today one of the most successful and talked about 

brands in Denmark. Since 2009, Ganni has been owned and led by the creative director, Ditte Reffstrup 

(referred to as Ditte from this point onwards), and her husband, co-owner Nicolaj Reffstrup (referred to as 

Reffstrup from this point onwards). The brand is sold in more than 400 of the world’s most prestigious 

international department stores and in 21 of their own concept stores across Denmark, Norway, and Sweden 

(Ganni, 2019). Worldwide, Ganni has over 150 employees and already has teams in both New York and 

London. Furthermore, they already ship to the UK and are featured on several British fashion web shops 

(Gerstenberg, 2019). 

 

Ganni has a very clear mission: ‘To fill a gap in the advanced contemporary market for effortless, easy-to-

wear pieces. From the perfect date-night dress to slouchy-chic Sunday knits, we design to please style-obsessed 

women everywhere’ (Ganni, 2019). The design is inspired by the city of Copenhagen and the city’s laid-back 

yet straight-forward culture, but also by courageous women worldwide. The Scandinavian heritage is essential 

in the design, which Ditte underlines as one of the keys to their success: “With GANNI we wanted to do 

something different than the typical stereotypes of Scandinavian fashion. Aiming to create a third alternative, 

we sought after a more playful and effortless approach to design, that represents how I want to dress and look. 

Without strict dogmas or rules, but with room for personality, contrasts, and experimentation” (Ganni, 2019).  

 

At one of their very first fashion shows, Ganni did something different than other actors in the industry by 

experimenting with the social media. They chose an alternative location and made a huge effort to make the 

setting ideal for Instagram pictures so that the audience could get the perfect photos with the models after the 

show, thereby letting the consumers engage with the brand and share pictures on their own social media 

profiles (Skarum, 2014). Ganni was also one of the first Danish brands to fly in international press and 

prominent influencers from all around the world. Today, a main part of their strategy concerns branding 

through the international press and influencers (Gerstenberg, 2019). They have also made several other 

initiatives, that differentiate the brand such as a pop-up store, a city guide on Instagram, collaborations with 

other brands etc. By doing something different than all other brands, Ganni has grown exponentially in the last 

few years and is to day one of the fastest growing brands in the global apparel space (L Catterton, 2017). 
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The fashion industry is ever-changing and unpredictable. To secure the company’s continued growth, Ditte 

and Reffstrup sold 51% of their shares to one of the largest global consumer-focused private equity firms, L 

Catterton, in 2017 (Lodberg, 2018). By partnering with L Catterton, Ganni has been presented with new 

opportunities including access to new knowledge and special networks, as well as financial strength; all of 

which can help drive the brand even further in the coming years. Additionally, the partnership is a part of 

Ganni’s international strategy dedicated to growing worldwide. Reffstrup comments: “We firmly believe that 

L Catterton will strengthen our business with their unparalleled expertise in brand building and their deep 

understanding of how a global fashion brand operates” (L Catterton, 2017). The goal for Ganni has always 

been to grow and to conquer the international market. Part of the internationalisation strategy is therefore to 

have new international partners in the company and to hire Andrea Baldo as the new CEO in 2018. Andrea 

Baldo already has a long history in the fashion industry and has managed different international brands across 

the world (Aagaard-Strube, 2018). With Andrea Baldo on board, Ganni is going to open retail stores in London, 

and New York within the next year. 

 

Ganni is using their digital channels in a very proper manner, which are seen on their channels every day. They 

clearly use their social media channels to create value for the consumers but also to develop relationships. In 

addition to this, Ganni has already developed close relationships with many Scandinavian influencers, which 

has given them strong credibility when promoting the brand. Overall, Ganni has found a gap in the market, 

where they have caught the consumers attention and somehow understood their behavioural preferences, which 

is a key factor in the huge customer engagement on their digital channels. 

 

The brand identity and hype behind Ganni has been evolving through various spectrums. First of all, they have 

a dedicated focus on giving all people the same experience, whereto the Head of PR and Communications at 

Ganni expresses “Customers, the press and all other stakeholders needs to have the same experience across 

platforms, and it is crucial that they experience Ganni's aesthetics as uniform” (Hansen, 2018).  

 

Ganni’s starting point in regard to using influencers was not necessarily strategic, as they started their 

partnerships almost before these girls had established their careers (Reffstrup, 2019). However, during the last 

years a ‘tribe’ has evolved around Ganni starting with the hashtag #GANNIGirls, where Reffstrup explains “It 

grew out of a picture, where the actress Kate Bosworth posted on Instagram of herself and Helena Christensen 

back in 2015, where they both had the same Ganni coat on. On the post, she wrote that friendships are one of 

the best things you have, and hash tagged #GANNIGirls and then suddenly we became some kind of tribe 

representing female relations and friendship” (Gerstenberg, 2019). 
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1.8.1 Financial analysis of Ganni 

 
 

Figure 3: Financial highlights of Ganni A/S 

 

Presented above are Ganni’s financial highlights, to show how their business is growing. Although their 

revenue is not official, it can be seen how their gross profit has grown over a five-year period. What’s more, a 

CAGR of 36% is very impressive in the fashion industry. The growth is primary achieved by the international 

expansion, especially at the second part of the five year-period (Ganni A/S Annual Report, 2019). Ganni ends 

the year of 2018 6-7% above their budget. Additionally, a growth rate of 50% is expected in 2019 primary 

driven by international expansion. In general, the export accounts for 2/3 of the revenue in the Danish fashion 

industry in 2018 (Bach, 2019). 

 

Usually, growth in a company does not necessarily indicate that earnings are increasing too. However, in the 

case of Ganni, the CAGR in EBITDA is even more impressive with a CAGR of 54% in five-year period. 

Another noticeable amount is the cash flow and the way it has been growing, despite money being taken out 

of the company. In 2017, before the new investors came in, an extraordinary dividend of 30 million DKK was 

taken out of the company. What’s more, in 2018 a dividend of 10 million DKK was taken out. Despite the 

dividends taken out of the company, Ganni still has financial strength to fulfil their internationalisation 

strategy, with an equity of 97 million DKK in 2018 (Ganni A/S Annual Report, 2019). 

 

DKK in thousands
2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 CAGR

Profit and loss account:
Gross profit 131.727         108.999   55.527    34.343   28.770   36%
Results from operating activities 76.892           70.219     24.118    8.877     7.590     59%
EBITDA 83.734           74.648     28.625    11.931   9.740     54%
Net financials 3.004 -            10.449 -    2.068 -     1.828 -    2.742 -    2%
Results for the year 66.140           46.544     17.143    5.228     3.500     80%
Growth in gross profit year to year 21% 96% 62% 19%

Balance sheet:
Balance sheet sum 156.992         88.545     64.886    45.491   37.071   
Equity 97.150           40.560     32.189    16.345   11.117   

Cash flow:
Operating activities 52.992           38.677     20.875    8.711     4.464     64%
Investment activities 11.335 -          9.395 -      4.220 -     8.806 -    2.977 -    
Financing activities 14.137 -          44.123 -    2.357 -     1.952     4.441     
Cash flow in total 27.519           14.840 -    14.299    1.854     5.928     36%

Employees:
Average number of full time employees 79                  70            60           51          47          

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
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As of June 28th, 2017, Ganni has been operated through the company Danish Fashion Co A/S, which the 

owners of Ganni and the new investors, L Catterton, have established together. This company has since then 

been capitalized and new shares and bonds have been issued to capitalize the company. Danish Fashion Co 

A/S has equity of 400 million DKK as of December 31st, 2018 (ibid). Hence, it has considerable financial 

strength to support their internationalisation strategy. 
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2 Methodology 
This chapter, which is divided into seven sections in order to secure clarity, focuses on the approach to 

knowledge production and methodical choices made throughout the thesis. The first section enlightens the 

philosophical view in relation to knowledge production. The second and third sections consider the thoughts 

behind the collected data and the stance taken in regard to understanding social constructivism. The subsequent 

sections present the different research techniques, how they are applied throughout the thesis to answer the 

research question, and to which extent the different techniques meet the research criteria. Finally, a review of 

the netnographic data collection is presented as well as alternative methods. 

 

2.1 Philosophy of science 
According to Boolsen & Jacobsen (2012) and Brinkmann (2012), it can be argued that there are two central 

techniques when producing new scientific knowledge: by testing hypotheses or by interpretation. When testing 

hypotheses, the aim is to find causality and thereby explain a certain societal phenomena or event, whereas the 

interpretivistic approach attempts to get an understanding of the phenomena and interpret the social meaning 

(Brinkmann, 2012). 

 

This thesis aims to produce new knowledge by using the interpretivistic approach. This approach is chosen 

due to the purpose of the study. The interpretivistic approach is especially suitable to use in scientific cultural 

research such as this, seeing as the problem field concerns unexplored and new phenomena, which are 

emerging in society (Brinkmann, 2012). Within the interpretivistic approach, the notion that no information 

can be completely objectively understood is crucial, as there is a basic understanding which states that 

individuals build their information upon their own experiences, beliefs, and traditions. This further highlight 

how people understand and gather knowledge. As mentioned, this thesis examines how brand identity, the 

changing phenomena of social media, and consumer behaviour are related when entering a new market. In 

addition to this, the thesis also strives to get an understanding of how different theories are related, thereby 

postulating proper insights of the current global business community. 
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2.2 Hermeneutic, interpretivism and social constructivism 
The thesis is built upon a hermeneutic foundation, as it is based on a humanistic attitude towards the problem 

field as well as the gathered data. The philosophy of science applied in this thesis also points towards 

hermeneutic, since the paradigm points in the direction of social constructivism. Social constructivism implies 

that the social world is created through social interaction and is under constant revision (Bryman, A., 2012, p. 

179). The paradigm is therefore dependent on the social context and is constructed by the different subjective 

social patterns, which is clearly found throughout the thesis, where the social patterns is examined (Boolsen, 

2012). Furthermore, this implies that the knowledge gained from the data collection is only reflecting what is 

happening at the very moment it is gathered, as the values, beliefs and experiences of the informants and the 

researcher are continuously changing. 

 

Social constructivism covers several positions and it is therefore important to clarify the ontological and 

epistemological perspective of the study, although they are similar in nature. Epistemology concerns the 

perception of reality and how knowledge is attained. In the context of the research conducted in this thesis, the 

epistemology leans towards the interpretivistic approach because the researcher affects both the social 

construct and the answers given by the informants and, in turn, the way the knowledge is collected. Due to the 

interpretivistic stance the informants’ meaning is also influenced by subjectivity, which means that the reality 

can therefore differ depending on the person. Ontology concerns the nature of being and the fundamental 

assumptions in regard to the physical and social reality (Bryman, A., 2012, p. 27). 

 

2.3 Research approach 
This section explains the well-considered research design, compiled prior to starting the empirical and 

theoretical research of this study, by explaining the decisions made in the process. Consequently, the choice 

of method is of essential significance for the data collection and findings of the thesis. 

 

2.3.1 Research Design 

As specified, the empirical research is limited to one brand in the fashion industry, allowing a more in-depth 

investigation. In order to analyse the gathered primary data, the following theories are applied: brand identity 

theory, digital strategic theory, consumer-decision theory, and theory analysing the competitive situation in a 

given situation. The theoretical frameworks are combined in order to investigate how best to develop a 

successful internationalisation strategy for Ganni. 
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2.3.2 Abductive approach  

This section elaborates on how the theoretical frameworks and empirical findings are approached by explaining 

the applied research design, which the analysis is based on. Throughout the thesis, an abductive approach is 

applied. The abductive approach is a combination of induction and deduction but is distinguished by the fact 

that the theoretical explanation is based on the world-view of those researched (Bryman, A., 2012, p. 401). 

Furthermore, Bryman (2012) argues that abduction is worth distinguishing by virtue of its dependency on 

explanation and understanding of the participants’ worldviews (ibid, p. 401) 

  

By using the abductive approach, the thesis strives to gain an understanding of the interviews and observations 

conducted through the lenses of general rules. Thus, this thesis attempts to recognise and understand the 

patterns among the consumers by applying theory, which is presumed to help understanding the problem field 

on a deeper level (Fuglsang et al, 2013). Informally, the abductive approach can be referred to as a ‘top-down’ 

approach, since the interviews, observations, and theory are used to understand and interpret the social context. 

The abductive approach is often used in relation to concepts or phenomena that need clarification in order to 

grasp their many different aspects (ibid). Approaching brand identity on social media channels in an abductive 

manner is therefore not only appropriate due to the philosophical position, but also because of the purpose of 

this thesis.  

 

The abductive approach does not prevent the researcher from using existing theory to formulate the research 

question (Andersen, 2013). Therefore, literature has been reviewed in the pre-stage of the research, in order to 

gain a basic understanding of the problem field before collecting the data. The quality of the data collection 

further depends on the researcher’s ability to ask the right questions, but also observing the relevant behaviour 

(ibid). The abductive approach process is defined as circular. The data collection process undertaken for the 

thesis has therefore been a constant process of going back and forth. During this process, theory has on 

occasion led to understanding the observations and interviews from new perspectives, while the observations 

and interviews have led to criticism of theory or even search for further data striving to explain already gathered 

data. The circular process is hence a never-ending process, where there is no real ending or beginning; instead 

there is a continuous need for further research (ibid).  

 

 
Figure 4: Abductive research approach 
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2.4 Methodological design 
The methodological design helps the reader to get an overview of the methodical choices made throughout the 

thesis in order to answer the research question (Andersen, 2013). The methodological design in this thesis is 

based on three different research techniques, including two expert interviews, a single case study and an 

analysis of secondary data to substantiate the findings. Throughout this section, these chosen research 

techniques will be explained. What’s more, the way in which the techniques collectively contribute to 

obtaining knowledge and an understanding of the research field will also be demonstrated (ibid). 

 

In pursuance of securing that the obtained data is capable of enlightening the research question as explicitly as 

possible, the combination of the methods is aligned with the research question (Bryman, A., 2012, p. 24). The 

foundation of the methodological design is established on the correlation between the research question, 

purpose of research, and methods chosen in regard to clarifying the important circumstances of how the social 

context is influenced by the changing consumer-decision patterns (Fuglsang et al, 2013). 

 

2.4.1 Limitations effect on the methodological design 

The thesis has some limitations since factors such as time, connections, and money, which all play an 

influential role on the composition of the research design. Having said that, the thesis strives to examine the 

research question within the available resources. The limited time frame for the project has been in constant 

focus and therefore certain restrictions of geographic area and methodological design have been made. 

 

2.4.2 Alignment between methodological design and philosophy of science 

By aligning the philosophy of science with the research question throughout the thesis, it is suitable to use the 

qualitative data collection in this research process. As the aim is to establish a deeper understanding of the 

problem field and the research question, the choice of qualitative method is processed as the main 

methodological design, however, a analysis is conducted through secondary data to clarify some of the 

qualitative findings (Wenneberg, 2010). The different methods used in this thesis will be further specified in 

the data collection section. 
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The knowledge is further influenced by the researchers understanding through the chosen methodological 

design and research techniques. In relation to the philosophy of science, it is acknowledged that the researchers 

personal background is difficult to separate entirely from the research and therefore influences the design, 

research techniques, and understanding of the different processes. Furthermore, the knowledge production can 

be seen as a contextual conviction. Although the thesis aims to keep an objective approach, it is inevitable that 

the outcome will be affected by the pre-understandings and context. However, the researcher will keep any 

personal biases and pre-understandings to a minimum, thereby constructing transferable knowledge (Schütz, 

1932). Throughout the thesis, an overall effort is made in regard to the scientific quality of the methodological 

design and, in order to create credible knowledge, a comprehensive contextual description of the research 

frame is completed (Olsen, 2008). 

 

2.4.3 Combination of methods 

In order to achieve trustworthiness and transferable data, a combined method perspective has been chosen and, 

in turn, differing methods have investigated the same phenomena across practices to achieve validation. This 

is explained by the term ‘mixed methods research approach’ (Bryman, A., 2012, p. 628). The mixed methods 

research approach generates value from both triangulation and corroboration of results, as it enables cross-

checking of findings from several sources of data and thereby tries to increase the validity. 

 

By using triangulation, the findings from the interviews, netnographic research, and secondary data have been 

combined in the analysis throughout the thesis, which has made it possible to investigate the problem field 

from different dimensions and thus overcome blind spots and weaknesses from the different methods 

(Saunders, 2012). The expert interview is used to clarify the current situation of Ganni in regard to their success 

and future challenges when going international. The single case study is used to investigate how Ganni 

interprets their brand identity on their digital channels and to get a further understanding of their customer 

relationship. The secondary data, on the other hand, is used to gain insight into the fashion industry in general 

and into the British market, thereby identifying the touchpoints that Ganni needs to be aware of when entering 

the British market. These different methods collectively enable the research question to be highlighted in 

alignment with the philosophy of science and the aim of the thesis. 

 

2.5 Research techniques 
The research in this thesis is characterized by a cross-sectional study, as the aim is to get a clear understanding 

of the field of investigating by enlightening the different states. The data collection has therefore resulted in a 

narrow time perspective. Moreover, the data collection is based on primary qualitative data and both 

quantitative and qualitative secondary data, which will be determined in order to show the different 

perspectives. 
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The first qualitative expert interview strives to create an understanding of the current situation of Ganni as well 

as their future plans. The second expert interview strives to get an understanding of the British fashion industry. 

The single case study, which took form as a netnographic observation of Ganni’s digital channels, strives to 

understand Ganni’s use of online digital channels. Additionally, a variety of secondary data is applied 

throughout the thesis to illustrate different perspectives and phenomena. Both quantitative statistical data and 

qualitative reports are used to get a clear understanding of how the fashion industry is changing and which 

touchpoints Ganni should be aware of when entering the British market. 

 

2.5.1 Expert interview 

 
Table 1: Illustration of interview respondents 

 

Two factual expert interviews were conducted with Reffstrup co-owner of Ganni, and with Bill Webb, the 

British Senior Lecturer at The London College of Fashion, which creates the foundation of the research. The 

two interviews aim to create a deeper understanding of the current situation of the research area. In regard to 

establishing this understanding, the data collection focuses on variables concerning the current and future 

situation of Ganni and the British fashion industry. 

 

The interviews were conducted as two individual interviews. The two interviewees are characterized as experts 

of their respective fields. By conducting individual interviews with two unrelated experts, a unique and diverse 

understanding of the research field is secured. 

 

2.5.1.1 Interview with Nicolaj Reffstrup 

The interview with Reffstrup was conducted face-to-face, as this is seen as a comfortable way for the informant 

to answer the questions (Bryman, A., 2012, p. 218). The interview can be categorised as a semi-structured 

interview, as the researcher had prepared an interview guide beforehand to overcome obstacles such as too 

much improvisation, which is seen as a proper method when interviewing an expert (Kvale et al, 2009). The 

researcher wanted the conversation to flow and to gather specific information and the conversation therefore 

remained open in regard to going in-depth with the topics and information that emerged during the interview 

in order to secure a well-rounded understanding. Additionally, the interview was conducted on the basis of a 

pre-understanding of the theoretical field and industry, which is why it affected the questions asked. 
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Additionally, the questions were carefully formulated, as the researcher was aware of the impact that this can 

have on the informants’ answers (Kvale et al, 2009). The researcher was further aware of the fact that it is 

impossible to take a completely neutral position in the interview. However, the aim was to ask questions that 

resulted in answers reflecting the informants’ own words. As well as being recorded, notes were also taken 

throughout the interview. 

 

The focus of the first part of the interview was to gain some insight info and knowledge of Ganni; the history 

of the brand and their strategies. More specifically, the first part focused on Ganni’s use of digital channels, 

their key to success, as well as their future plans and challenges. Prior to the interview, there was a short and 

informal conversation with Reffstrup where the research topic was presented and explained. Throughout the 

interview Reffstrup spoke on behalf of Ganni, therefore, his personal life was of no interest or relevance to the 

research process. Since Reffstrup is co-owner of Ganni, his position is seen as extremely relevant in order to 

gain valuable insights and knowledge. However, it is important to bear in mind that his answers are based on 

his own subjective opinion and knowledge about Ganni, and it can therefore be difficult to make general 

assumptions about the whole industry based on his answers. 

 

In regard to using the interview for analysis, a transcript was made (App. 24). Through transcription the 

interviews spoken language was transferred into a more limited written language, which was suitable for 

analysis (Kvale et al, 2009). The transcription focused on the meanings in a context, which is why body 

language and the surroundings were not taken into account. The interview was conducted in Danish to avoid 

any mistakes and the quotes used throughout the thesis were therefore translated into English subsequently. 

 

2.5.1.2 Interview with Bill Webb 

The interview with Bill Webb took form as a short, online, personal interview, conducted through email. The 

interview method can be categorised as a semi-structured interview, as an interview guide was prepared prior 

to the interview, however, the questions were asked as open questions. By using online interviewing, it was 

possible for the researcher to go back for further information or reflections, which can often be difficult when 

conducting the interview face-to-face (Bryman, A., 2012, p. 668).  

 

The aim of the interview was to gain an understanding of the current landscape of the British fashion industry, 

as well as British consumers’ decision-making process. As the interview was conducted through email, 

everything was already written down in a proper language and thereby suitable for analysis (Kvale et al, 2009). 

The interview was conducted in English, which meant the quotes could be used directly in the thesis (App. 

25). 
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With his profession, experience, and knowledge of the British fashion industry, Bill Webb was seen as an 

expert within his field, which made it possible to ask him specific questions and get detailed knowledge; all of 

which was very relevant when analysing the industry. Furthermore, Webb secures a more objective viewpoint 

of the field, as he does not work for a specific brand and is therefore not necessarily affected by his own 

subjective attitude. 

 

2.5.2 Single case study 

The single case study takes form as a netnographic study. Netnography is an online research method, where 

the researcher can study cultures and communities as a social phenomenon and not only as isolated content 

(Kozinets, 2002). Netnography is seen as an adaption of ethnography, which covers the complexities of the 

present, technologically mediated, the online communities, and the online world in general. Since the thesis 

examines the impact of the digital channels, this is seen as a suitable method. What’s more, netnography is a 

suited method when trying to gather information on consumption patterns online and is seen as effective when 

studying the online happenings, progresses, and effects connected to a brand. 

 

The netnographic research is further used to get an understanding of Ganni as a social phenomenon and their 

digital touchpoints, thereby comprehending how their brand identity is communicated, as well as perceived, 

by the consumers. The technique is seen as being more naturalistic than interviews, as the researcher is not 

affecting the outcome, which is why it works perfectly in combination. Furthermore, the netnographic 

approach can be seen as a wholly unobtrusive method since the research technique enhances the reliability of 

the online observations, where there is no fabricated context as often seen in interviews. However, the 

limitations of the netnographic technique can, at the same time, be found in the focus of online communities 

and, thus, the lack of offline focus. Nonetheless, combining the different methods in the search for triangulation 

will heighten the reliability and validity of the findings (Kozinets, 2002). On the other hand, this kind of 

research is also seen as a strong technique, because it is flexible and can adjust to various research questions, 

times, research sites, cultural groups, and preferences (ibid). 

 

In this thesis the netnographic research follows a typical ethnographic procedure, which helps the researcher 

shape the observation. The steps were chosen based on what was found to be most suitable for analysing an 

online community. The procedure is built up of five steps: (1) making cultural entrée, (2) gathering and 

analysing data, (3) ensuring trustworthy interpretation, (4) ensuring data, which is detailed or descriptively 

rich data, and (5) conducting ethical research. By applying these steps online, it becomes a netnographic study 

(Kozinets, 2002).  
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(1) The conducted material for the research focuses on a specific research question. Ganni’s online forums 

were found to be a relevant point of analysis especially in terms of how they, represent their brand identity, 

the way in which they present themselves online as well as engaging with consumes. Moreover, these forums 

were also chosen in regard to understanding the online consumers patterns across channels. 

 

(2) Different types of online data were collected throughout the netnographic research. The data collection 

included both data that was directly copied from their e-commerce site and social media channels, as well as 

data reflecting consumer engagement, interactions, and viewpoints on their channels. When gathering the data 

there was an attempt to do this in a rather judicious manner, as the digital world can incline a certain overload 

of information. To secure a descriptive richness in the findings, screenshots, and pictures were saved and field 

notes were taken. The gathered observations were subsequently contextualized by classifying the data, content 

analysis, systemization and, thereafter, linking the data. 

 

(3) As the third step involves ensuring trustworthy interpretation, the analysed online channels, activities, and 

interactions were carefully interpreted to get a clear understanding of the behaviours or the act, rather than the 

exact person. Besides that, the focus of analysing the collected content from the online community’s 

communicative act was kept in mind when gathering the data.  

 

(4) To gain detailed and descriptively rich data, the different channels were analysed in a very thorough way. 

The channels analysed were the social media channels and the e-commerce site of Ganni. These different 

channels assured a wide spectrum of detailed and descriptive content. 

 

(5) Two main issues were considered when using netnographic research. The first issue concerns whether an 

online forum is seen as private or public, and the second issue considers to what constitutes ‘informed consent’ 

in cyberspace is okay (Kozinets, 2002). The discussion of conducting ethical data is further discussed in the 

section about the qualitative research criteria below. 

 

 It is considered relevant to understand the online community’s messages and their medium, as to provide 

insight into how and where Ganni’s brand identity can influence consumers, as well as non-consumers, on 

essential touchpoints of the consumer journey, but also the use of digital channels and the impact they have on 

the society. 
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2.5.2.1 Netnographic data collection 

The preliminary research and scope of the thesis is the foundation of the different touchpoints chosen in the 

netnographic research. To establish a deep understanding of the digital influence and activities in the multi-

channel landscape of Ganni, the following questions was examined. 

 

1. On which channels is Ganni present and to what extent? 

2. On which social media channels is Ganni present and to what extent?  

3. In regard to acknowledged digital features, which features does Ganni make use of? 

4. How does the communicative approach for the different channels affect perceptions of Ganni? 

5. Are the different channels identified as integrated? 

 

The netnographic data collection entails a first-hand observation of Ganni’s digital initiatives and use of online 

channels. The research consists of media examination of their e-commerce1 and social media channels. This 

further involves investigating Ganni’s digital span and reach in regard to their product and service offer on 

different channels, but also the ease of navigating on different devices and, in turn, evaluating an overall digital 

experience. To evaluate the features on Ganni’s e-commerce site different categories and criteria were set up, 

inspired by the Digital Competitive Map made by ContactLab, which is a report that measures the level of 

digitalization and multi-channels (ContactLab, 2017). Below, in Table 2, are the axes, categories, parameters, 

and criteria chosen as the foundation for the analysis. 

 

                                                
1 The website and e-commerce site are combined into one. 
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Table 2: Axes, categories, parameters, and criteria for netnographic data collection. The social networks are chosen due 

to the most popular channels in the UK in 2019 (Social-media.co.uk, 2019). 
 

To secure a careful evaluation, Ganni’s online usage was studied through five phases. In phase 1, the e-

commerce site was analysed, as this is seen as the online centre for most brands, meaning that the site is often 

seen as the main place to find information while supplying direct access to other digital channels such as social 

media. As part of the observational analysis, a subjective evaluation of quality and functionality of the e-

commerce site was conducted, as well as a cross channel rating of the communication and integration of sites.  
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As phase 1 is based on a customer experience analysis approach made of the brands e-commerce site, it is 

influenced by the researchers own subjective online experience. The different parameters used for evaluation 

were subsequently subjectively evaluated in a rating system from 1-10; 1 indicating ‘poor’ and 10 indicating 

‘excellent’. 

 

In phase 2, the analysis was based on the preliminary research regarding the digital channels and touchpoints 

that Ganni was already using as part of their online brand strategy, thereby examining which channels they 

should further expand to secure digital presence. 

 

Phase 3 primarily concerned social media in regard to investigating the presence of Ganni on social medias. 

The social presence of Ganni on the preliminarily identified top ten social media channels in the UK was 

processed in the same organised way as in phase one and two. It was discovered that, when visiting Ganni’s 

e-commerce sites, they did not have any direct links to their different social media platforms why, a Google-

search was made (for example <Ganni Facebook>), using the platform for examination. 

 

In phase 4, the ten identified social media platforms were observed and examined in a deeper investigation 

looking into how Ganni made use of them and for what purpose. Finally, an online observation of the user-

generated content and engagement on the social medias (hereunder consumers comments on posts, and the 

usages of hashtags and tags, which has evolved around Ganni) was carried out.  

 

In the last phase, observations were made across channels on the inter-user-conversation evolving around the 

brand to investigate the user behaviour online. The findings from the different phases will be further analysed 

in the empirical findings in Chapter 3 and 4. 

 

The findings were processed in Excel in order to quantify the collected information for further analysis. From 

the findings and comparison of the different channels, it was identified how both the content and behaviour 

pattern of the different channels differed. The intended outcome of the analysis was to present a real-life 

example of the digital influence and thereby understand the effect digital channels have on a brand and their 

customers, in regard to integration of both online and offline marketing. After finishing the online observation 

of the social media channels, it became clear that Ganni is not operating on several of the UK top ten social 

media platforms (shown in table 2), why these were not further analysed. 
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2.5.3 Applied secondary data 

To confirm the primary data gathered for the thesis, secondary data sources, such as reports and statistics 

material of the British fashion industry from consultant groups, were added to the research. The statistical data 

was used to get a deeper understanding of the fashion industry and to confirm the primary data gathered. By 

adding this quantitative view, the objective of triangulation was achieved. Below is an overview of the most 

important secondary data used throughout the thesis. 

 

 
Table 3: Overview of applied secondary data 

 

2.6 The research criteria’s 
In relation to evaluating the qualitative research more precisely, some alternatives to reliability and validity 

are used. Lincoln and Guba (1985) propose two primary criteria for assessing qualitative studies: 

trustworthiness and authenticity, which, they argue, present a better way of assessing the qualitative research 

since the social world does not consist of only one true world but several possible worlds (Bryman, A., 2012, 

p. 390). The trustworthiness criteria mirror the quantitative internal and external validity and reliability. 

Trustworthiness is built on four criteria: Credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability (ibid, p. 

390). 

 

In relation to this thesis, the research is not completely adherent to credibility, as the informants have not been 

contacted after the analysis to confirm the findings, which in some cases can lead to a different understanding 

of what was actually meant during the interview. Having said that, the final thesis, will be sent to the brand 

afterwards in order to follow good practice. The researcher has, however, strived to achieve trustworthiness of 

the qualitative data collected from the interviews by describing the findings in a very detailed manner, which 

secures a valid and thick presentation of the data, thereby adhering to the term transferability.  
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What’s more, the research also follows the dependability criteria, as the face-to-face interview was both 

recorded, transcribed, and saved. The email interview was also carefully archived for further analysis. In regard 

to adhering to confirmability, the researcher has throughout both interviews acted in good faith by striving 

through objectivity and has not allowed own personal attitude to influence the outcome (Bryman, A., 2012, p. 

392). 

 

Regarding the netnographic findings, the data collected online generally have some limitations, as the findings 

can be seen as filtered because it is assumed that consumers’ online behaviour is self-controlled since the users 

have the aim to present a certain self-image online. However, it can be argued that since consumers can use 

acronyms online, thereby hiding their real names, the bias is erased. In regard to conducting ethical data online, 

it can be argued that the data is used in an overall manner to get an understanding of consumers behaviour 

online and not to analyse the specific person. Furthermore, it could be suggested that people interacting on 

online forums must be aware of the possibility of being heard, as most online forums are open to the public 

(Arnould, 1994).  

 

Since the netnographic research was conducted as an online observation of Ganni’s digital channels, it was not 

possible to adhere to the credibility criteria. However, screenshots of every important observation and field 

notes were taken in order to follow the transferability criteria. Besides that, a thick description of the findings 

was made throughout the analysis to adhere to and ensure dependability. In regard to the confirmability of the 

netnographic findings, the researcher strived to obtain objectivity although complete objectivity is impossible 

in social research (Bryman, A., 2012, p. 392). This means that the netnographic research was conducted in an 

objective manner although it is based on the researcher’s own online experience and the researcher’s own 

understanding of the comments, the way people engage etc. on the social media. It can be argued that the 

researcher overall has acted in good faith and therefore adheres to the trustworthiness criteria within the frame 

and scope of the thesis. In regard to authenticity, which concerns a wider political, cultural, or ethical aspect, 

this qualitative research does not adhere to this criterion (ibid, p. 393). 
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2.7 Alternative methods 
Deciding on a suitable research technique to apply to certain research can often be a subjective process. For 

this thesis, several other research techniques could therefore have been relevant to use as alternatives to the 

ones chosen. In regard to the data collected online, it would have been relevant to interview the digital strategy 

manager of Ganni, to get an understanding of their actions as the interview with Reffstrup did not present this 

knowledge. Besides that, it could have been interesting to conduct a focus-group interview with some of the 

so called ‘GANNIGirls’ to get a clearer understanding of why they use the hashtag and to what extent they 

feel like they are a part of a community. Furthermore, a single case study with a choice of different brands 

could also have been helpful to get an in-depth analysis of the sector as a whole and explore the general digital 

effects and challenges when entering a new market. 

 

What’s more, it would have been relevant to construct a consumer survey with the UK consumers in order to 

understand their demands for fashion brands, as well as investigate the extent of their prior knowledge of 

Ganni, how they initially discovered the brand, how they would describe the brand and what their expectations 

are of the brand. Unfortunately, this was not possible as the researcher does not have the necessary connections. 

This could, however, have heightened the validity of the data. On the other hand, surveys can often be very 

time consuming and can sometimes give a narrow view of an otherwise broad subject. Therefore, the 

interviews and netnographic research were found superior for the analysis and to establish a good 

understanding of Ganni’s current situation, the British fashion industry, as well as a first-hand observation of 

the online happenings. 
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3 Challenges of securing a strong brand identity 
Chapter 3 addresses SQ1 and analyses how a brand can secure a strong brand identity and build a good brand-

customer relationship with its customers. Theory presented by Aaker (1996) is found evident to examine when 

considering brand identity and how a brand can be perceived differently depending on how the consumers see 

it, as well as how the brand communicates their brand identity. 

 

The findings on the user-comments and hashtags from the netnographic data collection are further used to 

substantiate the theory and illuminate how the consumers are engaging on the social media and thereby develop 

a brand-customer relationship with Ganni. 

 

3.1 Building Strong Brands by David A. Aaker 
According to Aaker (1996), the brand identity is central for a brand’s strategic vision and what makes a brand 

unique, which is seen as the heart and soul of a brand. In order to build a strong brand, the brand identity needs 

to be broad rather than narrow, as this helps in achieving the largest brand strength while also building upon a 

strategic thrust rather than a tactical. Thus, it also needs to have an internal as well as external focus to brand 

creation (ibid, p. 69). Besides that, the brand identity needs to reflect the soul and vision of the brand while 

also expressing what it hopes to achieve. What’s more, the brand identity is strategic, which is why it shall 

reflect a business strategy which are leading to a sustainable advantage (ibid, p. 78). 

 

3.1.2 Critique of theory 

Aaker’s framework of brand identity is considered as one of the most used frameworks in the pursuit to develop 

a strong brand identity and works perfectly as foundation when analysing a brand (Krishnamurthi, 2007). 

However, this framework can be criticized for being very subjective, since a brand’s identity greatly depends 

on what an individual associate the brand with. By combining the framework with other theories that supports 

the finding, however, the framework provides a cohesive model for creating brand identity. By applying the 

different steps when analysing Ganni’s brand identity, it is possible to gain a good understanding of how they 

perceive themselves as a brand and what lies behind their brand identity. 
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3.2 Brand Identity System 
The Brand Identity System is used as framework to examine to what extent Ganni’s brand identity has texture 

and depth. The fundamental goal of the system is to understand different components and patterns that can 

help the creation of differentiated brand identity and thereby build a strong brand-customer relationship 

(Aaker, 1996, p. 78). The brand identity consists of four blocks: (1) brand as product, (2) brand as 

organization, (3) brand as person, and (4) brand as symbol, all of which are illustrated below. Not every brand, 

however, always employs all the presented perspectives, which is why only the components found relevant for 

Ganni are further analysed. However, the different blocks should be used by a brand, when articulating what 

it stands for in the consumers mind (ibid, p 79). 

 

 
Figure 5: Illustration of the framework: Brand Identity System by Aaker (1996) 
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3.2.1 Brand as Product 

Ganni has, from the beginning, convinced the consumers that they are more than just a product, which has had 

significant implications for their pricing, segmentation and communication strategy (Aaker, 1996, p. 78). This 

means that they have secured that their identity is not one dimensional and thereby difficult to replicate. 

Ganni’s products are somewhat just basic fashion items, but by focusing on building a strong brand identity 

across both their digital channels and in the physical universe they are differentiating their brand and showing 

their customers that they can deliver more than just a product. Hence, this is to some extent building loyalty 

and, in the long, a strong customer relationship. 

 

As seen in Figure 5, the brand as product perspective consists of six categories, but not all are found relevant 

for Ganni. The final category, ‘Country of Origin’ effects Ganni since their so-called heritage and success 

builds upon their Scandinavian roots and, in particular, Copenhagen. The design in all collections is very much 

inspired by the city of Copenhagen and the strong independent Scandinavia girls (Reffstrup, 2019). Besides 

that, the phenomena of the ‘GANNIGirls’ is strongly linked to the ‘Scandinavia girl’ and, thereby, Ganni is 

especially associated with Scandinavian girls and the whole idea of free spirit, independence and easiness, 

which these countries are known for (Ganni, 2019). What’s more, it can be argued that the brand name in itself 

is strongly linked to Denmark, as entire collections have been made in only white and red colours, and in 

general shows Danish elements in many of their collections. Moreover, they also have a Instagram account 

called ‘ganni.guide’, that function as an insider guide, where they show the beauty of “their” Copenhagen 

(ibid). Lastly, one can argue that it is a benefit that the brand is not named after the designer, as this could limit 

the phenomenon of ‘GANNIGirls’, since people would probably compare themselves to the designer. 

 

Seen from an international perspective, it adds credibility for Ganni that they come from Denmark, since 

Danish fashion brands have a good reputation and are well accepted on the British market. Furthermore, Danish 

brands are seen distinctive, as they originate from such a small country with huge focus on design (Webb, 

2019). 
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3.2.2 Brand as Organization 

Ganni’s whole process and organizational structure is built in the same way as a tech start-up organization is 

normally driven, which is an unusual approach in the fashion industry (Reffstrup, 2019). The strategies and 

procedures are therefore based on the principle of ‘let the best argument win’, which also means that there is 

a very flat organizational hierarchy where people are not hired due to seniority but based on their talent (ibid). 

In addition to the ‘tech start-up’ way of leading the organization, different tools from the tech world have also 

been implemented, such as the ‘scrum and sprint’ strategy, which has made it possible for Ganni to achieve 

and deliver projects that would normally takes months, in a matter of few weeks (Impact, 2019). Ganni is in 

general doing things differently, which makes the organization, as a whole, stand out from other players in the 

industry, thereby securing credibility. 

 

These organizational attributes have led to a value proposition where the main focus is to expand on a global 

scale as opposed to remaining local (Aaker, 1996, p. 82). Additionally, the decision to sell a part of the 

company has always been a part of Ganni’s plan to grow bigger. What’s more, the focus of staying exclusive 

has always been a priority for Reffstrup, who states that, “We have always acted as if we were ‘designers to 

luxury’, which mean that we have taken some rather wild decisions on our way. For example, we have twice 

dropped a single customer, which accounted for 10% of our revenue to constantly secure an exclusive 

distribution” (Reffstrup, 2019). This approach has been successful for Ganni, despite the risk of the strategy. 

By having these alternative attributes in mind, it has been possible to build a brand, which represents a much 

more exclusive essence, as well as but organizational attributes that are very difficult to copy (Aaker, 1996, p. 

83). 

 

3.2.3 Brand as Person  
The brand as person indicates a brand identity which is richer and more interesting than one based only on 

product attributes (Aaker, 1996, p. 83). As previously mentioned, Ganni is seen as much more than just their 

products. Like an extraordinary person, Ganni is perceived as being colourful, fun, and trendy, which can give 

a feeling of excitement and sophistication (Sells, 2018). Moreover, the brand is like a friend who appears 

attractive for the consumers to build a relationship with. A prominent focus for Ganni has therefore also been 

to express that all kinds of girls can be a ‘Ganni' girl. On the Ganni website, it is explained that: “The Ganni 

girl is not one perfectly polished persona, but a concoction of all the fiercely independent girls we see and 

admire every day. They are playful, free-spirited, and uncomplicated” (Ganni, 2019). By creating this specific 

personality, Ganni has been able to develop a brand that the consumers can use to express their own 

personality. This is especially seen on the social media channels, which will be further analysed below. 
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3.2.4 Brand as Symbol 

A strong symbol can be an important factor for brand identity, as it helps provide consistency and structure to 

the identity, thereby making it easier to recognise and recall. Anything that represents the brand can be 

considered a symbol (Aaker, 1996, p. 84). A powerful symbol can also contribute to the value proposition of 

the company (ibid). Ganni does not use their logo as a clear symbol on all their items like many luxury brands 

do; however, they do implement it on selected items. Although Ganni only has 10 years of history behind them 

(in which they have managed to stand out), their history and Scandinavian heritage can also be considered a 

strong symbol which represents the brand. Furthermore, some of their most iconic styles such as the wool 

sweater, wrap dresses and the banana / cherry print t-shirts (App. 1) also function as a symbol of the brand, as 

almost every girl and woman in Denmark do identify the Ganni brand based on these designs and styles (Sells, 

2018). As these items act as symbols of the brand, consumers use them to show that they relate to the values 

of Ganni. Overall, it can be argued that Ganni has made sure that their customers know their identity and style 

and can therefore easily recognize their items. 

 

3.2.5 Core Identity 

Ganni’s core identity characterises the timeless essence of the brand and is fundamental to its mission and 

success. This can be described as the centre that remains, such as when you peel away the layers of an onion 

(Aaker, 1996, p. 85). The core identity covers the association, which is most likely to be constant when a brand 

enters a new market. Often, the brand position, communication strategy, and extended identity can change, but 

the core identity should be consistent (ibid, p. 87). 

 

The core identity of Ganni builds upon their production of clothes and their organizational structure. However, 

as Ganni’s success is based on their unique playful, free-spirited, and uncomplicated Scandinavian style and 

the community surrounding the brand, it must be argued that these conditions also belong to their core identity. 

 

3.2.6 Extended Identity  

The extended identity completes the brand identity, protracts what the brand stands for, and represents what 

makes the brand both memorable and interesting. In addition to this, the extended identity should be used in a 

cohesive way where it can be adapted from market to market, however, the identity should still have a set of 

common associations (Aaker, 1996, p. 104). The extended identity is also seen through the personality of the 

brand. As described above, Ganni is seen as a brand with a colourful and fun personality, which is appealing 

to the consumers. What’s more, Ganni makes the brand memorable and interesting by focusing on giving all 

their stakeholders a crucial aesthetic experience, both online and offline. The focus on sustainability is also a 

contributing factor to their identity, as it is an important organizational asset. By adding these different 

associations to the brand, the consumers can express their own personalities through Ganni. 
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3.3 Value proposition 
The value proposition is a declaration of the functional benefits, emotional benefits, and self-expressive 

benefits, which are delivered by the brand to provide value to the customers. When a value proposition is 

delivered effectively it should lead to a brand-customer relationship, which drives the customers to make a 

purchase (Aaker, 1996, p. 95). 

 

A functional benefit is based on product attributes and supplies the customers with functional utility. This 

benefit has a direct connection to the customers decision making and is therefore relevant for the brand in order 

to create a dominant benefit (Aaker, 1996, pp. 95-97). The functional benefit that Ganni provides is 

comfortable, feminine, and easy-to-wear items, which fulfil the needs of wearing cloths. However, as 

mentioned in the ‘Brand as Product’ section, Ganni is seen as much more than just their products and they 

therefore focus more on the emotional and self-expressive benefits, which are also what differentiates a brand 

from its competitors. 

 

An emotional benefit occurs when a customer gets a positive feeling when buying or wearing a brand (ibid). 

However, an emotional benefit is frequently tied to a functional benefit, as the functional benefit provides the 

customers with the possibility to reach an emotional benefit (ibid, p. 97-99). The emotional benefits that Ganni 

provides their customers with are, for example, that the clothing should make the customer feel colourful, 

trendy, and strong when wearing Ganni items. 

 

Aaker (1996) argues that a self-expressive benefit can be seen as a vehicle by which a person can express a 

particular self-image. A way of fulfilling the desire of self-expression is through buying or using brands. A 

clear focus for Ganni is to represent strong and independent women worldwide and therefore a person must 

reflect this feeling when wearing Ganni. This is similarly seen with the use of the hashtag #GANNIGirls. Here, 

the customers are likely to feel that they are expressing strength and independence by associating themselves 

with the #GANNIGirls community when wearing Ganni clothing and using the hashtag. 

 

3.4 Credibility 
Credibility is important for Ganni to create a strong brand identity and establish a good position on the British 

market. Therefore, the value propositions and identity need to be correlated and efficiently communicated in 

order to secure that the consumers perceive the brand as credible. The alignment of Ganni’s omnichannel and 

huge user engagement on social media indicates that Ganni is fulfilling their aim of credibility. 
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3.5 Brand-Customer Relationship 
The last part of the Brand Identity System is the brand-customer relationship, which is crucial for a brand to 

establish. A brand-customer relationship is often built upon the value proposition and the brand identity. For 

example, a brand-customer relationship can emerge through a likable personality or good organizational 

attributes (Aaker, 1996, p. 103). It can be argued, that precisely the personality and organization behind Ganni 

is what shapes their brand-customer relationships. Ganni’s brand-customer relationship with the Scandinavian 

customers is considered strong, as it builds on positive feelings such as admiration of the brand and being a 

part of the community when wearing the brand. However, it is important that the same relationship can be 

developed with the customers on the British market. 

 

When developing a brand-customer relationship in the digital world it is important to understand the 

customers’ motivation for engaging on social media, as this can lead to a meaningful relationship with the 

followers (Tsai & Men, 2013). It is claimed that a brand-customer relationship can lead to brand loyalty, 

however some claim that it has no effect. Brand loyalty can be defined as “measurement of repeat purchase” 

(BusinessDictionary, 2019), while Fournier and Yao (1997) presents another definition: “…brand loyalty that 

is (a) grounded in the realities of customer experience, and (b) informed by interpersonal relationships…” 

(Fournier, S & Yao, J, 1997). When understanding brand loyalty as a relationship, it is crucial to be aware of 

how a brand builds the best relationships and how to engage with their customers. A brand relationship can be 

defined as, “the repeated interactions between a brand and a customer that start to reflect similar 

characteristics of relationships between people, such as love, connection, interdependence, intimacy, and 

commitment” (Wharton, 2011). 

 

3.5.1 Netnographic findings on Ganni’s user-comments and hashtags 

The netnographic findings of the user-comments, tags, and hashtag demonstrates how users engage with Ganni 

online. Hashtags (#) are used to link posts and conversations of users (both brands and consumers) to different 

topics as well as potential brands, as posts with the same hashtag appear in the same search streams. In 

particular, the netnographic findings show how users are commenting on the posts made by Ganni in regard 

to sharing their own opinions, both with the brand but also with the followers of Ganni. 

 

On Ganni’s own profile, they were also re-sharing posts of people who have tagged Ganni. It became clearer 

how hashtags played a significant and fundamental role when searching for Ganni. When the users are tagging 

Ganni in their pictures, it led to engagement and it became clear that the possibility to encourage users to 

hashtag the brand on their own accounts was seen valuable, as it generates more user-generated content online. 

Below, it is shown how users tag both Ganni on their posts and use the hashtag #GANNIGirls. 
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Source: Instagram 

 
 

Especially the hashtags #Ganni and #GANNIGirls have become vital in regard to finding information and 

inspiration from Ganni, which is illustrated in the pictures below. What’s more, it is evident that people use 

the hashtags to express themselves and to show that they are wearing Ganni, since the users probably associate 

it with some kind of status. This proves how Ganni is providing self-expressive benefits for the users and build 

brand-customer relationships (Aaker, 1996, p. 101). The hashtag #Ganni has been used more than 140.000 

times worldwide and the hashtag #GANNIGirls more than 30.000 times (Ganni Instagram, 2019). 
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Source: Instagram 

 

3.6 Chapter summary 
To summarize, Chapter 3 analysed the brand identity of Ganni and highlighted how the brand plays different 

roles depending on how it is perceived by the consumer. It was concluded that Ganni has a strong brand 

identity, but that they need to be ready to adapt it to the British market. Their brand identity was seen unique 

due to their Scandinavian design and community surrounding the brand. Ganni especially provides the 

consumers with emotional and self-expressive benefits due to the fact that Ganni adds positive emotions and 

some kind of statues when wearing the clothes. 

 

By analysing the netnographic findings of user engagement it was underlined how the consumers are very 

engaged with Ganni, as they both comment on their posts but also tag Ganni in their own post. Especially the 

hashtag #GANNIGirls was found to be crucial, as people worldwide use the hashtag, thereby connecting with 

the Ganni brand. Furthermore, it demonstrates how Ganni is trying to build up brand-customer relationships 

through Instagram.  
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4 Connecting with digital natives 
Chapter 4 addresses how the digital forces have influenced the consumers’ demands and expectations of 

society and, in turn, strives to answer SQ2. Since a central part of the thesis concerns how a brand approaches 

the consumers in the digital world, theory regarding brand meaning and the value of brands in media culture, 

presented by Adam Arvidsson, is applied in order to examine how a brand can best overcome these new 

expectations successfully. As the focus concerns digital usage, the theory referred to as ‘Digital Darwinism’ 

by Ralf T. Kreutzer and Karl-Heinz Land, is additionally applied. The framework is divided into two parts 

where the first section, focusing on digital consumers and digital channels, will be applied in this chapter. 

Theory by the specialist, Uche Okonkwo, is applied to illuminate some of the effects the digital world has on 

the consumers and how it revises their habits in the digital era. Although Okonkwo primarily focuses on luxury 

brands, some of her arguments are seen as valid for Ganni, as they find them self in-between luxury and 

mainstream. Finally, the netnographic findings of Ganni’s digital channels are presented and analysed. 

 

4.1 Brands, meaning and value in media culture by Adam Arvidsson 
The framework by Adam Arvidsson, focusing on brands, meaning, and value in media culture, is relevant for 

the analysis due to the impact media has on the meaning of brands in society today. Arvidsson (2006) states 

that the 21st century’s networked communication tools have created a fundamental transformation of 

consumption. This transformation has seen a shift from a passive and unproductive activity to a more 

participating, social, and publicly productive interaction among consumers, which has led to what he 

categorises as ethical economy (Arvidsson, 2006). 

 

Due to the ethical economy, the importance of brands as social actors is greater than ever. Arvidsson (2006) 

also highlights how people socialize around brands and therefore the significant social value brands can have 

on the society. Consequently, a brand can make the consumer become a specific person, meaning that a brand 

can provide associative values, which are essentially contributing to shaping a consumer’s identity. Often 

specific brands are associated with a particular feeling, which allows the consumer to act and behave in a 

certain way. Therefore, this private exploitation of social knowledge is somehow becoming a significant factor 

of profit, as brands can provide curability to program and manage human communication through these 

sociological understandings of worth, as well as contribute to what ownership of a product actually means 

(ibid). 
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Arvidsson (2006) further uses the term cost of association to describe how a brand can have an important role 

in shaping the consumers’ individual personas and how they want the world to see them, as these personas are 

often associated with the brands. Brands can also lead consumers to connect to their brand through linking 

values, which implies how a brand builds social relations and mediates consumer interactions. This is, for 

example, seen in the community shaped by owning an Apple computer. Apple has managed to give their 

customers a feeling of being a part of a community by owning one of their computers and are therefore seen 

as smart on the basis of this ownership (Arvidsson, 2006, pp. 1-3). This is, to some extent, the same effect 

Ganni has had with the community developed around the ‘GANNIGirls’, as the consumer considers 

themselves as smart because they own Ganni items and can therefore use the ‘GANNIGirls’ hashtag. 

 

Consequently, Arvidsson (2006) argues that branded goods can be described as experimental commodities, 

which enable the user to sense, think, feel, act and relate (Schmitt, 1999), meaning that it is not necessarily 

about the product or its functionality, but more about owning the branded good and what the consumer can 

become with it or become a part of (Arvidsson, 2006, p. 35). As brands provide different expectations for a 

certain mood, style, and experience, they act as an ethical surplus of what the client seeks to feel, perceive, 

and experience. Brands also have the opportunity to enable co-creation of experiences where the identity and 

community are identified as important actors. Arvidsson (2006) further presents the terms mediatization and 

media culture. Here, he argues that communication goes beyond simply sending a message, as the media 

culture evolves through creating something together, which could, for example, be that the consumers share 

an experience and thus the media culture is created. Arvidsson (2006) also argues that “People in all societies 

seem to have used goods – objects with one form of use-value or another – to represent or enact social 

relations” (ibid, p. 35).  

 

4.2 Digital Darwinism by Ralf T. Kreutzer and Karl-Heinz Land 
To explore the pragmatic shift caused by digitalisation across businesses, digital strategic theory is assessed. 

Kreutzer and Land (2015) describe the phenomena of Digital Darwinism (Kreutzer & Land, 2015). The first 

part of their theory concerns how digital technologies have had a liberating effect on the current consumers, 

defined as digital natives (ibid, p. 21). They further argue that the consumers see themselves as being in a 

strong position, meaning that they perceive themselves as the centre of attention and therefore expect to be 

serviced, listened to, offered customized offerings and, in general, appreciated at all times, otherwise they 

simply turn to the competitors who are able to deliver this treatment. Overall, Kreutzer and Land (2015) argue 

that these consumers expect all services and goods available through any channel, anywhere, and at any time. 

One can argue that, for instance, huge players such as Amazon and Netflix have changed the way consumers 

expect things to happen on their consumer journey and their use of flow tv. 
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Due to the constant need to be connected but while having a pretty low tolerance of tardiness, the consumption 

today has developed into an omnipresence across digital touchpoints. Kreutzer and Land (2015) claim that: 

“With customers today being increasingly connected, informed, and ultimately empowered, their expectations 

only escalate. In short, they are more discerning and demanding than ever before” (Kreutzer & Land, 2015, 

p. 68). 

 

4.3 Luxury Online: Styles, Systems and Strategies by Uche Okonkwo 
Okonkwo (2010), presents a quote by business guru, Peter Drucker, who states that: “digital revolution has 

changed the world; basic values, worldview, social structures, simply all mechanisms and relationships, and 

it will keep changing” (Okonkwo, 2010, p. 11). Okonkwo (2010) thereto argues that, since the digital world 

is basically driven by interconnected and unpredictable dynamics, the essential challenges go significantly 

beyond the question of e-retail. 

 

The use of mobile devices leads to individuality and the opportunities of customization and personalization, 

which are considered essential in regard to the strong consumer demand for being treated extraordinarily and 

she state: “It provides opportunities for brand awareness, need generation, influence on the purchasing 

decision, customer experience and service improvement, as well as brand affiliation, which leads to frequent 

purchases” (ibid, p. 290). 

 

The social platforms is seen as a key player in the new digital environment and, consists of, but are not limited 

to online social media, blogs, peer-to-peer networking, podcasts, wikis, discussion platforms, messaging 

platforms and several user-to-user communities and virtual worlds, which all are shaping the consumer mind-

set (Okonkwo, 2010, p. 42). A fundamental part of social-web-behaviour is self-promotion. Consumers use 

the social web to make themselves look better, shop better, learn better, complain better, and, in general, feel 

better by self-branding. Furthermore, the social web serves several purposes, which include finding and 

connecting, participating and sharing, conversing and influencing, which are all used for more effective 

communication (ibid, p. 46). Social media has further changed the way consumers and companies 

communicate. The consumers are using their independent thoughts and voices to become opinionated and 

influential online, thereby empowering digital influence.  

 

4.4 Netnographic findings of Ganni’s e-commerce site  
The above-mentioned frameworks were taken into consideration when analysing the netnographic findings. 

As a starting point, Ganni’s e-commerce site was thoroughly observed and studied in Phase 1 of the 

netnographic data collection.  
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This section covers the findings of the online experience and creates a first-hand understanding of the digital 

presence. The evaluation of the findings is presented below and further used in the next section in regard to 

the analysis of which online activities are considered beneficial for Ganni. The characters in the tables are 

based on the rating system from 1-10, where 1 indicates ‘poor’ and 10 indicates ‘excellent’. 

 

 
Table 4: Illustration of findings from 1st phase of netnographic data collection. 

 

In the 2nd phase, Ganni’s variety of online presence in the digital landscape was analysed, seen below. 

 

 
Table 5: Illustration of findings from 2nd phase of netnographic data collection. 
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The section below consists of a more detailed description and explanation of the findings in the tables from 

the online experience of Ganni. However, Ganni’s e-commerce site is perceived as welcoming and innovative, 

with updates on what is happening around the brand and their newest collections, as well as their collaborations 

(App. 2). The content consists of alternating graphics, which, from a subjective point of view, prompts 

excitement when entering the site, as it induces a very unique and cool image. Furthermore, both the quality 

and zoom functions are high quality, which gives an almost real-life effect, as you can see the exact material 

of the different items and get a feeling of how it looks. Besides that, there is a function called ‘complete the 

look’ where Ganni styles the item you are looking at with matching shoes and other clothing items, whereby 

Ganni gives their idea of how the clothes can be styled (App. 3). This function is encouraging the customer to 

click on the other items and maybe lead to an extra purchase. 

 

Additionally, there is a great number of different products available to browse through. It is possible to buy 

directly from the website, which makes it easy for the user to make a purchase. The transparency of the site is 

seen as medium, as there is a detailed description with a size guide, product description, and care description 

with a washing manual, but not a description of, for example, where the materials are from. Ganni offers free 

shipping for purchases over €200, a collect-in-store possibility, and a ‘free return’ policy. Besides that, they 

also offer the possibility to exchange a product in the store, however it is not possible to get the money back 

in the store. This shows how they are trying to integrate their offline and online channels to secure a good 

omnichannel experience.  

 

In the bottom-left corner of the website there is an option of live chat, which makes it possible for visitors to 

communicate directly with the brand, making the site very user-friendly, as the consumer can make direct and 

immediate contact, as opposed to contacting customer service through an email. A store locator function is 

also featured, with the nearest store located, which also makes it easy for the user to find a store close to them. 

Besides that, Ganni has different menu options, which leads to several pages including, but not limited to their 

customer service, delivery and return, sustainability, and press. Sustainability is a clear focus on the Ganni e-

commerce site, which is evident based on the direct link provided to their sustainability report, as well as 

making an effort to clearly convey the organizations various aims to achieve sustainability (App. 4). 

 

Furthermore, Ganni uses direct emailing where they send a daily newsletter. The newsletter consists of their 

latest news and collections, with direct links to the e-commerce site and always features a new and catchy 

headline. Besides that, direct links to their Instagram and Facebook pages are visible, as well as pictures 

featuring the #GANNIGirls (App. 5). 
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4.5 Netnographic findings of Ganni’s social media channels 
This section presents the 3rd phase of the netnographic findings, which consists of the identification of Ganni’s 

social media presence based on the UK top 10 social media channels, presented below. 

 

 
Table 6: Illustration of the online presence examination 

 

Phase 4 goes into detail about the findings from Ganni’s presence on the digital channels and usage of the top 

10 identified social media channels. 

 

 
Table 7: Illustration of the usage of social media 
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From the netnographic findings about the social media, it became clear that Ganni, is not active on all the 

popular UK social media platforms. Additionally, they are most active on Instagram, Facebook, YouTube, and 

LinkedIn. 

 

Instagram appears to be the most all-around social channel in its use of sharing, and its combination of visual 

content. Furthermore, it also appears to be the channel that Ganni uses most frequently. Ganni has more than 

590.000 followers on Instagram, which is a strong indicator of their reach. The channel is especially used to 

show their newest items, share news, present new concepts, and to re-post pictures of #GANNIGirls, which 

are both normal girls, as well as celebrities and known influencers that wear Ganni items (App. 6). As of lately, 

Ganni was especially active on the Instagram story function, when opening their new store in Stockholm. Here, 

content about the material used in the stores and the employees were presented. Besides that, the profile was 

also used to engage with their followers by asking them questions (App. 7). By doing that, Ganni opens up for 

two-sided communication and invites the customers into their world. Additionally, Ganni also posts a lot about 

sustainability and their newest CSR initiatives (App. 8). Accordingly, the headline of Ganni’s Instagram profile 

is ‘Scandi style 2.0’, which confirms their aim of this new approach to Scandinavian style.  

 

Additionally, it was discovered that Ganni has a weekly theme across their Instagram and daily newsletter. 

This can be seen as Ganni, on Instagram, posts three consecutive pictures showing the same theme, often of 

girls wearing styles from the same collection and then the newsletter contain the same theme (shown below). 

Furthermore, Ganni also uses a function on their Instagram profile called ‘likeshop.me/ganni’, where all their 

Instagram posts are visible, and users can click on each picture to see details about the item and get directly 

linked to the e-commerce site (App. 9). This makes it very easy for the consumers to purchase Ganni items, 

thereby enriching their brand experience. 
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Source: Instagram 

 

The use of Facebook was evaluated in terms of the sharing of content about the latest news, new campaigns, 

and products, as well as videos of the fashion shows and behind the scenes content. Since communication is 

central for Facebook, Ganni offers direct messaging through the messenger feature, as well as the possibility 

to comment on posts. This also opens up for consumer engagement and two-sided communication. Besides 

that, Ganni’s Facebook page links directly to their e-commerce site through a ‘buy now’ button, which makes 

it easy for the user to buy products (App. 10). 

 

With videos being the central content on YouTube, Ganni posts intriguing videos of their latest fashion shows, 

interviews, and campaigns. The campaign videos are especially categorised under different themes and tells a 

clear story about the brand heritage and Scandinavian style (App. 11).  

 

Ganni’s LinkedIn site is more professional, without a lot of visuals, as it was used solely for job advertisements 

and as an information platform, however, people were nonetheless engaging with likes and comments (App. 

12). The Ganni Twitter profile is more inactive, as their last post was made in 2013. Having said that, the post 

was, at the time, used to share content about latest news and people wearing their items (App. 13). Overall, it 

became clear that Ganni has some very aligned social media channels, which express the same identity. The 

channels also all have the same ‘profile picture’ of a GANNI logo with an army-green background, which also 

helps to give the consumer a similar experience across channels. Thus, although the channels differ in content, 

the user still gets the same unique vibe. 
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4.6 Self-Analysis: Connecting with digital natives  
An important factor to bear in mind when entering a new market is one’s own brand and organization. To 

understand Ganni’s values and how they connect with the digital natives, it is therefore important to look into 

their existing brand image while also considering the different online touchpoints, since these conditions are 

relevant to have in focus when entering the British market. In the company introduction, the different attributes, 

that have made Ganni successful until now, were presented.   

 

Overall, Ditte explains that their brand image is about “the contrast; wearing something feminine and pairing 

it with a pair of sneakers or denim… And, of course, effortless style, because we are from Copenhagen; 

everything here seems very laid-back and cool – it is a very easy way of dressing” (Sells, 2018). The brand 

image very much builds upon the Danish culture, which is why it is important for Ganni to transfer this to the 

British market, in order to secure that this strength developed there as well. However, Reffstrup also tells that 

one of the most important components for their brand image until now is Ditte’s mindset, which is both creative 

and commercial: “She has that x-factor… She is able to deliver a very coherent experience, where there is a 

clear connection between the brand and the clothes and every story we tell” (Reffstrup, 2019). This brand 

image can be seen as a strength when entering the new market, as the whole organization has clear and strong 

values that are easy to transfer. However, this could also be a weakness since it, to some extent, depends on 

an individual’s mindset. 

 

As the netnnograpgic findings demonstrated, Ganni is already using some of the UK’s most used online 

channels. This can be relevant for Ganni when entering the British market, since these social channels help 

build a social relationship with the users, as well as making the brand visible to the customers (Kreutzer & 

Land, 2015, p. 99). The channels are to some extent serving different purposes, which can complement the 

brand experiences. The different touchpoints and the way in which they are used is illustrated below. 
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Figure 6: Own configuration of Utilization categories of touchpoints (Kreutzer & Land, 2015, p. 100) 

 

By linking these three concepts, the social media networks will work as a perfect communication platform for 

Ganni when connecting with the digital natives in the UK (Kreutzer & Land, 2015, p. 99). Kreutzer and Land 

(2015) further argue that these concepts all have “The possibility emerges of a dialog between companies and 

their relevant target groups—at significantly lower costs and more target-oriented than ever before” (ibid). 

Thereby, the social networks help overcome the classic ‘inside out’ approach by integrating external impulses 

and becoming more ‘outside in’. 

 

The netnographic findings above especially demonstrate how the visual-intensive social touchpoints on 

Instagram work well in regard to creating brand awareness and inspiration through news about the brand, while 

also inspiring through the visual storytelling. Furthermore, especially the Instagram posts of celebrities and 

other important influencers wearing and interacting with the brand, were seen as enhancing the brand 

aspirations. What’s more, the stories on Instagram are interesting, as Ganni uses the function a lot to show live 

activities around the brand. The hashtags and pictures posted by consumers provide evidence of how much 

people actually engage and socialize around the brand and thus how Ganni acts as a social actor and, in turn, 

that brands can act as a social factor (Arvidsson, 2006). This also supports that Ganni is already connecting 

with the digital natives. 
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4.7 Chapter summary 
Chapter 4 addresses SQ2 in regard to elucidating how the digital technologies and social media have 

challenged the way in which a brand is perceived. The phenomena of Digital Darwinism presented how digital 

technologies have had a liberating effect on the current consumers, defined as digital natives and argue that 

these consumers expect all services and goods available through any channel as well as individuality and the 

opportunities of customization and personalization. Accordingly, the analysis presented how social media, is 

a perfect communication tool for these consumers and their demands. The analysis also exposed that brands 

can have different roles for consumers’ individual personas and on how they want the world to see them, 

meaning that brands can connect through linking values. This was seen with the community surrounding the 

#GANNIGirls, which implies that the consumers are interacting with Ganni. 

 

The netnographic analysis, presented how Ganni is really active on social media. Especially Instagram was 

found as a crucial channel for Ganni, as they use the channel as a part of their communication strategy to 

communicate and engage with their customers. Besides that, the analysis showed that Ganni focuses on 

securing that their consumers have an aligned experience on their different platforms with the brand as this 

provide a more cohesive feeling. 
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5 Change in the consumer decision journey 
This chapter focuses on SQ3 and how the consumers are changing their decision patterns through the consumer 

journey due to the digital technologies. It is important to realize and understand the changes in the environment 

to convince the new generations of customers (Amed et al, 2019). To do that, the second part of the theoretical 

framework by Kreutzer and Land, is relevant for the analysis of the underlying premises of challenges in the 

digital landscape. The framework further provides theory on the consequences and challenges that the business, 

across industries, faces in relation to the digital infiltration of society. Moreover, it also delivers some form of 

proof of the many complications that are relevant to consider in order to survive and to build a strong brand in 

the digital age. 

 

To address and understand the habits of the digital natives, this chapter looks into their complex consumer 

decision journey, from awareness to purchase, thereby allowing a deeper analysis of how, where, and when to 

connect with them. Additionally, consumer decision journey theory presented by McKinsey & Company is 

also applied to deepen the analysis of the digital consumers path to purchase, how it is evolving based on 

research and what influences it. 

 

5.1 Digital Darwinism by Ralf T. Kreutzer and Karl-Heinz Land 
The second part of the Digital Darwinism phenomena argues how the complex digital marketplace is all about 

‘survival of the smartest’ (Kreutzer & Land, 2015, p. 8). Here, it is argued how digitalized social, local, and 

mobile dynamics are dramatically altering the entire corporate field. Furthermore, it is important to consider 

how physical restrictions are no longer a limitation, since the digitalized systems is expanding the corporate 

field of operation while simultaneously revising the rules and business procedures. 

 

Additionally, since the internet amplifies the speed online, it leads to several challenges for the brands, as the 

real time, as well as the real time marketing (informational), are changing, which until recently was deemed 

impossible (Kreutzer & Land, 2015, p. 12). The real time communication through mobile phones requires an 

instant feedback and therefore a high demand of advanced technology and communication skills within the 

companies to remain competitive and to deliver on all business stages. 
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The theory also presents what effects digitalization and social media have on successfully introduced brands, 

as well as some guidelines to master digital transformation. Overall, the relevance of social media is 

considerable, as the consumers somehow believe that if the information is important enough, it will come to 

them through social media and therefore they do not actively have to search for it (Kreutzer & Land, 2015, p. 

47).  

 

In a study conducted by McKinsey (2012), 70% of 200 large- and medium sized companies involved also 

placed high strategic significance on social media (ibid, p. 1). This strategic significance leads to four major 

challenges: 1) Data explosion, 2) Social media, 3) Growth of channel and device choices, and 4) Shifting 

consumer demographics (ibid, p. 2). Additionally, a consequence of the digital is found in the fact that 

consumers are accepting and adapting to innovation faster than ever before, mostly due to the potential added 

convenience, which the digital products and services are providing (ibid, p. 8). Also, an extreme level of 

detailed data is available about the consumers. Facebook is, for example, in a position to, as a big daily-

maintained database, provide user preferences and behavioural patterns. What’s more, different tools can also 

examine the followers on a brands’ Instagram profiles, which can give an understanding of who they are, 

where they come from, and so on. The challenge here is, however, to find out how to use the available data 

and, in turn, add value to the brand. The data can be used by analysing the so-called digital footprints, which 

the consumers leave behind during their consumer decisions journeys (ibid, p. 46). 

 

5.1.1 AIDA vs. ZMOT 

The evolution and usage of social media has in general caused several changes to the stages of the consumer 

journey. Kreutzer and Land (2015) argue that the change comes from what they call ‘Zero Moment of Truth’ 

phenomenon (ZMOT), which explains how information and opinions from third parties are seen as the most 

significant influence on the consumers decision-making process. User-generated content is, perceived as the 

most reliable source of information in regard to experiences with the brands and services between the 

consumers, and is therefore strongly influencing all participants and overriding the information provided by 

the brand (Kreutzer & Land, 2015, p. 54). 

 

 
Figure 7: Own configuration based on AIDA and ZMOT by (Kreutzer & Land, 2015) 
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The AIDA and ZMOT frameworks explain an essential change in the general decision-making process of 

consumers journey touchpoints, which leads to the ASIDAS framework (Kreutzer & Land, 2015, p. 57). The 

two ‘truth’ phases defining which decisions are made, ‘first moment of truth’ (FMOT) and ‘second moment 

of truth’ (SMOT), are considered as dominated by the ZMOT, which is a ‘truth’ based on this user-generated 

content. It can therefore be seen as essential for brands to understand and actively take part in creating this 

ZMOT, as they otherwise lose more and more control over the available information, both in regard to the 

customers’ demands but also their own brand (ibid, p. 54). 

 

Kreutzer and Land (2015) further argue that the shift in power from brand to consumer is partly due to the fact 

that the consumers are accessing information from anywhere and at any time through their mobile devices due 

to the transparency, meaning that their decisions are constantly influenced - often long before they get 

information from the exact brand (ibid, p. 52). By combining the power shift with the multichannel user trend, 

it is fundamental to catch the user’s attention and examine the potential touchpoints consumers use, since the 

customers by themselves define which channels they use in the course of their own individual customer 

journey. To succeed in this, a brand ideally needs to convince the opinion leaders on the Internet, as this will 

secure the effect of ZMOT. 

 

The social media channels have led to a reconfiguration of the more traditional and linear brand-consumer 

behaviour, since the social media channels promote the circular communication process (App. 15). Besides 

that, three aspects of social interaction are also seen as important for companies to bear in mind in the circular 

communication process. The illustration of the three aspects, presented below, consists of examples of existing 

online interaction platforms in the respective categories. 
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 Figure 8: Own configuration of the ‘Three aspects of social’ (Kreutzer & Land, 2015) 
 

Social commerce covers how online, and in-store shopping can be social through direct linking to social 

networks (Kreutzer & Land, 2015). Thereby, e-commerce is involved with social components, which means 

that the users have an active immediate involvement with other users throughout their purchase process by 

connecting with their friends virtually. A social event, such as a meet up, could for example be a ‘traditional’ 

shopping event, where a person is being social with friends while shopping in a physical store (ibid). 

 

5.2 Consumer decision journey framework by McKinsey & Company 
The consumer decision journey framework, proposed by McKinsey & Company, is applied as an extension of 

the framework presented above and in order to deepen the analysis of when and where the brand 

communication affects the consumers decision-making. The theory describes how the traditional purchase 

process has shifted as an effect of the digital influence and advancement, thereby transforming from being a 

simple funnel to a circular journey (Court et all, 2009). This journey consists of four phases: (1) initial 

consideration, (2) active evaluation and the process of researching potential purchases, (3) closure of buying 

the brand, and (4) post-purchase experience with the brand (App. 16). This “new” consumer journey further 

emphasizes the importance of user-generated content and consumer-driven marketing. Especially the 

consumer control is in focus, as the consumers now take control of the decision process and pull information 

through the Internet, instead of waiting for the marketing to be pushed onto them (Court et all, 2009).  
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Furthermore, the research shows the importance of both online and offline touchpoints in the evaluation phase, 

such as internet reviews, word-of-mouth recommendations, in-store interactions, but also more traditional 

company driven marketing. The consequences of the strong consumer-driven influence further illustrate how 

crucial it is for these companies to affect these touchpoints. A fundamental factor in this framework is also the 

significance of the post-purchase phase, as there is a strong tendency for the consumers to go online after the 

purchase, to research for further product and brand information that can therefore also shape their opinions 

and conceivable loyalty, which is a part of the circular process of the journey (ibid). 

 

Lastly, the framework also emphasizes the significance of aligning the consumer decisions journey with the 

brands’ strategy and channel management, which point to moments where maximum influence can be 

obtained, thereby integrating across the whole company. The overall goal is therefore to master the consumer 

decision journey and to reach consumers at the right time, in the right forums, and with the right message 

(Court et all, 2009). 

 

5.3 Brand position: The consumer decision journey of Ganni’s consumers  
Research proves how the digital evolution is affecting path-to-purchase and customer relationships in the 

fashion industry, it is therefore important to understand how Ganni best affects their consumers in the journey 

and how they shall position themselves in the future. Aaker (1996) states that a “Brand position is the part of 

the brand identity and value proposition that is to be actively communicated to the target audience and that 

demonstrates an advantage over competing brands” (Aaker, 1996, p. 176). Through the consumer decision 

journey, it is thus crucial that Ganni communicates their brand identity and value proposition clearly. 

 

Based on the digital focus, evidence has been found in regard to how much of the activity on digital touchpoints 

actually influences the decision-making during all the stages of the consumer decision journey. Reffstrup 

underlines how Ganni can see a clear change in the consumer decision due to social media: “It is possible to 

see a direct connection from what the consumers sees on the social media and what they buy. It can be a 

completely normal girl or influencer, which we have not sponsored, but who just post a picture with a Ganni 

item on the right time and then it sells” (Reffstrup, 2019). The connection is probably caused by how people 

are connecting with the brand and the user-generated content. The netnographic findings also showed how the 

customers engage with the brand, and that it is easier to persuade them to purchase through a good relationship. 
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The importance of online touchpoints is therefore found particularly essential for the success of Ganni when 

entering the British market, as the digital touchpoints found in the netnographic analysis are evidentially 

efficient when influencing the digital natives in all phases. Especially the post purchase experience, also plays 

a significant role since a good experience can lead to sharing of the experience with the brand, even without a 

purchase. It is therefore considered crucial for Ganni to engage on the digital touchpoints in all phases. The 

circular process goes on and on, which is illustrated in Figure 9. 

 

 
Figure 9: Own configuration of how the digital touchpoints influence the consumer decision journey 

 
 

Brand awareness is the most crucial factor for a brand in order to make it to the initial consideration phase. 

The visual channels, such as Instagram, were especially evaluated as being an effective touchpoint when 

raising awareness, as it is a suitable channel when searching for inspiration or ideas, and thus a suitable source 

for further research. In general, consumer-driven marketing across channels is seen as ideal when, reaching 

new consumers. The consumer driven touchpoints can actually be seen as even more important when the 

consumers are in the active Search phase (ZMOT), as the consumers are then in the process of gathering 

information and exploring items of consideration.  
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When something has caught the consumers attention, it leads to the Interest phase of FMOT, where the 

consideration-set is tightened, due to the decisions made by the recommendations in the ZMOT phase (Court 

et all, 2009). The knowledge-gathering of Ganni should then ensue in Desire, which leads to the Action phase 

of purchase, where the final choice is made, and a purchase is completed.  

 

The findings and analysis indicate how the become-factor, analysed in Chapter 4, to some extent contributes 

to inducing desire, as Ganni also focuses part of their online content on showing who you can become by 

owning and wearing the brand. This then intensifies these consumers of becoming the brand and, in turn, 

joining the social status and community around Ganni. Consumers can subsequently validate the fact of 

becoming with their social network by sharing and expressing themselves through Ganni.  

 

Accordingly, this is seen as the SMOT phase, as the consumers are posting and sharing the purchased items, 

which is seen as a quality check where new information about the brand is shared. By using and sharing the 

brand experience, the users somehow help to create a foot-print for the potential future consumers to interpret 

in the circular process. Loyalty can also be achieved by securing excellent and customised pre and post 

purchase service. Besides that, it can be argued that the experience made in the SMOT phase is what creates a 

deeper relationship with the consumers, as they are built through emotive satisfactions of desires. By having a 

positive experience in this phase, loyalty can be established, thereby creating the circular process of the 

journey. The loyal and engaged consumers are seen as the consumers who operate as advocacy of the brand 

by sharing their positive brand experience online or offline and thus acting as ‘trigger’ for another consumer 

in their decision-making journey, which is also shown in Figure 9. 

 

It is seen as crucial to engage with, and understand, the consumers through the entire consumer journey in 

regard to responding to the digital natives’ demands and, in turn, capturing insights for use in the brands 

marketing and strategies (Court et all, 2009). In order for Ganni to be favoured on the British market and by 

the UK digital natives, who are accessing each other through online channels, they need to meet their 

consumers at their moments of intent on their paths to purchase. As mentioned, the circular process of keeping 

the consumers ‘in the loop’ is essential and upholds their interest and admiration of the brand, which 

encourages them to advocate their experience after a purchase is made. 
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5.4 Chapter summary 
Chapter 5 addresses how there has been a shift in the consumer decision journey, from a linear to a circular 

process, and how the digital touchpoints play a more crucial role in the circular process as they affect the 

consumers. Furthermore, it was analysed how ZMOT is seen as the most significant influencer of the 

consumers decision-making process and, in turn, how Ganni really needs to try to affect this moment. 

 

What’s more, it can be concluded that Ganni can develop relationships with their consumers, which can lead 

to loyalty, if they secure that their consumers have a good experience and subsequently share that experience 

(SMOT). In conclusion, it is considered advantageous for Ganni to influence their consumers in all the phases 

in the consumer decision journey on both online and offline touchpoints simultaneously to catch them in the 

complex decision journey they have today, and to secure that they position themselves in the best possible 

way. 
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6 Going international 
The focus of chapter 6 is a deep analysis of the British market as a means of understanding the important 

touchpoints, customers, competitors, and how attractive the British market is in general and thereby answer 

SQ4. To present the environment that Ganni is going to operate in, the following section describes the macro 

environment through a PESTLE-analysis (customer analysis) and the micro environment through a Porter’s 

Five Forces analysis (competitor analysis). 

 

The Porter’s Five Forces describes the competitive situation in a certain industry (Kotler, 2012). The Porter’s 

Five Forces and PESTLE-analysis are used in combination to secure that both the macro and micro 

environments are well considered. However, to get an overall understanding of the fashion industry in 2019 

ten trends, identified by The Business of Fashion and McKinsey & Company, are presented. 

 

6.1 Ten trends defining the fashion industry 
According to The State of Fashion 2019 report by The Business of Fashion and McKinsey Company, the 

players in the fashion industry have to be aware of the different trends that are evolving throughout 2019 

(Amed et al, 2019). These trends are going to have a huge effect on the fashion industry worldwide. Since 

Ganni is entering new markets, it is very important for them to be aware of how the industry is changing. 

Overall, the report states that “Regardless of size and segment, players now need to be nimble, think digital-

first and achieve ever-faster speed to market. They need to take an active stance on social issues, satisfy 

consumer demands for ultra-transparency and sustainability, and, most importantly, have the courage to “self-

disrupt” their own identity and the sources of their old success in order to realise these changes and win new 

generations of customers” (Amed et al, 2019). It is further argued that growth is not something that the players 

in the fashion industry can just expect in the future, as the McKinsey Global Fashion Index has forecasted a 

worldwide growth of 3.5% - 4.5% in 2019. This predicted growth is lower than that of 2018, which was 4-5%; 

however, it is still a fine growth rate (ibid). 

 

Three main areas of change, which have been further divided into ten different trends, have been identified 

and presented in Table 8. 

 

 
Table 8: Illustration of the 10 trends 
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Most of the presented trends are going to affect the actors in the industry to some extent. It is especially 

implicated that the change needs to become a key factor among actors in the industry in order to succeed; with 

an exceptional focus on the digital and speed-to-market. This attitude also shows how the consumers’ 

behaviours are evolving and what an increasingly significant voice social media has in determining consumer 

demands and how this can help brands grow, which resonates the Digital Darwinism phenomena presented 

above (Amed et al, 2019). Several of the trends are further explored through the PESTLE and Porter’s Five 

Forces analysis below. 

 

6.2 Customer Analysis: PESTLE-analysis 
In order to find out how Ganni shall enter the British market, it is important to get an in-sight into the British 

environment and understand the customers. The PESTLE-analysis is based on the macro environment and, 

thus, some of the factors that will have an impact on Ganni. The analysis is divided into Political, Economic, 

Socio-cultural, Technological, Legal, and Environmental factors (Kotler, 2012, p. 174). 

 

Kotler (2012) distinguishes between the terms craze, trend, and megatrend. According to Kotler (2012), a craze 

is defined as “… unpredictable, short-lived, and without social, economic and political significance" (Kotler, 

2012, p. 176). On the other hand, a trend is more predictable and tells more about how the future will contribute 

to new opportunities. Finally, a megatrend is a persistent trend, which is defined “…as large social, economic, 

political, and technological changes that are slow to form, and once in place, they influence us for some time 

- between seven and ten years, or longer” (ibid, p. 176). 

 

The manner and extent of how external factors can affect a company differs. However, since Ganni is entering 

a new market, all the factors should be considered as they have the potential to affect the company in one way 

or another (ibid, p.177). Ganni has from the beginning had a goal of going international. The whole 

organization is built in a way, which makes it possible to achieve this goal and Reffstrup explains how the 

management is not afraid of losing control, as they trust their partners and know it is necessary to do something 

different depending on the market and the way the consumers act in those respective countries (Reffstrup, 

2019).
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6.2.1 Critique of theory 

Although the PESTLE-analysis is a beneficial tool when analysing the macro environment, it also has some 

limitations. First of all, the analysis requires extensive research and broad knowledge to secure that the results 

are correct, which is why it is important to be critical when collecting data. Besides that, the external factors 

are constantly changing and are often based on assumptions, thereby presenting a one-sided foundation. Lastly, 

it can be difficult to prioritize the conditions identified in the PESTLE-analysis, which can be problematic 

when implementing the results (Pestleanalysis, 2019). However, the PESTLE-analysis touch upon the most 

important external conditions in the market and therefore gives a good understanding of what, a company need 

to have in mind, when entering a new market. 

 

6.2.2 Political factors 

In regard to examining the political factors, it is the political future, the taxation level as well as the currency 

balance that have the greatest importance for Ganni when entering the British market. The UK has for many 

years been identified as one of the most powerful countries in the world, with their political stability being one 

of their greatest strengths. However, due to the circumstances regarding Brexit, experts assume that the 

uncertainty can cause major changes in the country in terms of new regulations, consumer buying habits, and 

international trade laws (Amed et al, 2019). If the UK leaves the EU without a deal, they will have no trade 

agreement, meaning that ports would be blocked, airlines grounded, and the country would have to pay their 

outstanding EU debt of $51 billion (Amadeo, 2019). This means that Brexit can have a huge effect on import 

and export levels. Customers might also lower their spending due to the uncertain future, which can have cost 

effects for Ganni in regard to how foreign companies enter the country and in what way they can manage their 

business (David, 2018). However, when it was announced that Ganni would be opening a store in London, 

Levy Real Estate commented: “London remains an essential location for cutting-edge international brands 

like Ganni” (Santamaria, 2018). Brexit is characterised as a megatrend, since it will have a significant 

economic, political, and social effect on the UK. 

 

In UK, the corporation tax depends on the profit of a company. As Ganni had a result of approx. 66 DKK 

million in 2018 they must adhere to the main tax rate, which is 19% in 2019. However, the future taxation will 

decrease by 1% in 2020 (Gov.uk, 2019). Taking into account that the corporate tax has been lowered several 

times over the last decades, the tendency towards declining corporation tax is seen as a megatrend.
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The demand for companies to act sustainably and incorporate CSR initiatives into their organisations has also 

increased worldwide in the last couple of years (Heale, 2013). In the UK, the politicians are committed to CSR 

and have, in 2014, developed a CSR strategy where the aim is to support the planet, employees, customers and 

communities by prioritizing ethical and sustainable strands. Their CSR activities focus on four main elements: 

(1) Environment, (2) People, (3) Procurement, and (4) Community (Gov.uk, 2018). Taking into account that 

CSR is something that has been on the minds of consumers, companies, and politicians for a while, it is seen 

as a megatrend.  

 

6.2.3 Economic factors 
The external economic factors are important because they have a great effect on how a company makes 

decisions, how they operate, and how they make profit. In 2017 the UK was the 5th largest economy in the 

world2 with a GDP of 2.622 trillion USD (The World Bank, 2019). Although the country is still effected by 

the 2008 economic recession, as well as the economic challenges that Brexit has caused until now, the growth 

is slowly stabilising (Jackson et al, 2019). 

 

The UK has a giant consumer market with a population of approximately 66 million in 2019 (The World Bank, 

2019) and an average annual full-time employee income of 28.677 GBP (248.633 DKK) in 2018 (ibid). 

Additionally, the consumer spending in the UK is increasing with an all-time high spending of 336.990 million 

GBP in the fourth quarter of 2018 (Economics, 2019). The consumer spending has clearly increased the last 

ten years and is therefore categorized as a megatrend. 

 

The fashion industry in UK contributed to approximately 32.2 billion GBP to the UK GDP in 2017, which is 

a 5,4% increase from the previous year (Sleigh, 2018). The growth is primarily seen due to the contribution in 

GDP but also by the increase in jobs, where the fashion industry supports 890.000 jobs (ibid). The tendency 

of increase in the fashion industry is categorised as a megatrend, as it is going to significantly affect the whole 

industry in the coming years. 

 

                                                
2 Measured by the nominal GDP. 
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It is stated that people in the UK buy more clothes per person than in any other country in Europe (EAC, 2019) 

The British market is therefore seen as a decent foundation for Ganni to start their international expansion. 

The Millennial generation is especially seen as an important consumer segment, as they are forecasted to have 

greater spending power than any other generation by 2020 (App. 17), thereby shaping the direction of the 

world’s economy (Tilford, 2018). More specifically, women between the ages of 25-34 stand for 16,4% of the 

market purchases in the UK fashion industry (Kantar Worldpanel, 2017). In addition to this, the Boston 

Consulting Group states that women tend to use their money easier than men, for example, women spend 10% 

more of their disposable income on short-term consumer goods than men do (Kjems, 2018). This is essential 

for Ganni to bear in mind since it can make a big difference, and as Reffstrup points out: “our average customer 

are women between 25-35” (Reffstrup, 2019). 

 

The high purchase among women must be considered a megatrend, as they have been essential for the high 

levels of fashion purchases for many decades. Since the Millennial generation is still fairly new it is categorised 

as a trend but is predicted to become a megatrend in the future.  

 

6.2.4 Social-cultural factors 

The social and cultural conditions are of great importance to Ganni and for how the brand shall act in the 

British market. The social cultures are changing, both across countries and industries. The most important 

social-cultural factors found in BoF-McKinsey’s State of Fashion Survey when asked to describe the industry, 

were the words ‘changing’, ‘digital’, and ‘fast’. These words clearly present the direction that the fashion 

industry is going, and what the different participants need to have in mind when developing their strategies in 

the coming years (Amed et al, 2019). Furthermore, the consumers behaviour forces the industry players to 

‘self-disrupt’ and develop their omnichannel strategies (ibid). This can be categorised as a trend, since it is 

going to affect opportunities in the future. Another change throughout the fashion industry, is the impact of 

digital channels, particularly social media. In the UK there is around 45 million active social media users, 

which corresponds to 67% of the population (App. 18). 

 

On average, consumers in the UK spend 1 hour and 50 minutes social media per day (App. 19), which is why 

it is seen as a valuable channel to use when catching the consumers’ attention. In regard to the usage of social 

media as an information source, especially influencers are effective. Influencers, to some extent, control the 

direction of trends, which trends are emerging, and how consumers perceive them. Moreover, influencers 

function as online opinion leaders and can therefore, to some extent, persuade and lead the consumers in a 

given direction, which is found useful for digital marketing (Kreutzer & Land, 2015).  
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Research shows that 61% of the consumers in UK between the ages of 18-34 have, to some extent, been swayed 

in their decision making by digital influencers, which is why it is essential for brands to collaborate with these 

influencers (Intelligence, Influencer, 2018). Ganni is already using influencers as a part of their branding 

strategy worldwide, and Reffstrup emphasizes: “influencers have played a huge roll for us”  (Reffstrup, 2019). 

However, it appears that most of the influencers Ganni works with are from Denmark. The use of social media 

is categorised as a trend, as it is affecting the future and provides new opportunities. 

 

Although the main focus of the marketing area in the fashion industry is digital, and the digital culture is 

evolving, brands also need to focus on the in-store experience, as the demand for in-store experiences is another 

important social-cultural factor (Mannino, 2018). Consumers in today’s society are much more interested in 

the experience than the product itself and therefore they need a reason to go to the store. Thus, the role the 

employees play in delivering memorable customer service, as well as impressive store designs and social 

events, are all important factors that have great influence on customers. 

 

The focus on developing extraordinary in-store experiences should therefore also be of huge importance for 

Ganni, to which Reffstrup states that “We are turning towards this ‘flagship metropole approach’ in regard to 

our retail roll out” (Reffstrup, 2019). The ‘flagship metropole approach’ is a strategy that focuses a lot on 

design, in-store experiences, and sustainability (ibid). Ganni recently opened a flagship store in Stockholm, 

where it was clear that there was focus on the design by using sustainable or recycled materials, but also on 

making it an experience to visit the store (App. 20). In-store experiences are seen as a trend, as it will have an 

effect for Ganni’s business in the UK. When Ganni opens their first store in the UK, it will be located in Soho 

area, which Levy Real Estate claims is the perfect environment for Ganni “…the Soho area generally is 

enjoying the halo effect of the West End with central London retail defying the overall UK downturn on a wave 

of tourist spending” (Santamaria, 2018). When discussing demographics in general, London is argued to be an 

interesting city as it is the largest city in the EU (World Population Review, 2019). 
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6.2.5 Technological factors 

One of the most influential factors in the fashion industry worldwide is the technological development, which 

has resulted in a high increase in online shopping. National Statistics now show that 18,2% of all retail sales 

in the UK in 2018 were made online, which is a 15,3% increase from 2017 (Morley, 2018). Additionally, it is 

even higher for fashion items, as 24% of all fashion purchases in the UK in 2017 were made online (Mintel, 

2017). Furthermore, 86% of the population in the UK search for a product or service online before buying it 

(App. 21), which shows how important the online presence of a brand is. Caroline Rush, the CEO of The 

British Fashion Council, is delighted about the growth in the British fashion industry and states that: “I’m sure 

a lot of that comes from online as that continues to be one of the key drivers for growth. And just the way 

consumers engage with brands” (Sleigh, 2018). 

 

Ganni already has a strong focus on online shopping, with most of their sales being made through their e-

commerce site (Reffstrup, 2019) Besides that, it is also already possible to ship items to the UK from the Ganni 

site, which fulfils the demands of the British customers. In addition to this, Ganni is already present on several 

retail sites such as Selfridges, Farfetch and Mytheresa, to secure that their customers around the world have 

the possibility to buy their items (Santamaria, 2018). Online shopping is characterised as a megatrend, as it is 

something that currently affects the whole environment and will continue to do so in the coming years.  

 

As mentioned in the social-cultural section above, social media has especially had an increasingly significant 

voice in dictating consumer demands and technological developments (Amed et al, 2019). The netnographic 

findings showed that Ganni is especially active on Instagram, which is a very popular media in the UK. In a 

report concerning digital usage from 2019, Hootsuite estimates that an advert on Instagram can reach 

approximately 24 million people in the UK, 54% of which are female (App. 22). In addition, the report has 

made a ranking of mobile apps in 2018, which shows that WhatsApp3 is the most used app among UK 

consumers (App. 23) and has an engagement rate of 98% worldwide (Mazereeuw, 2018), why it could be an 

interesting channel for marketing. 

 

 

 
 
 
  
  
  
 

                                                
3 WhatsApp is a free mobile app that uses your phone’s internet connection to let you chat with other WhatsApp users, without SMS 
text message charges. The app also lets you share files and images and supports free voice and video calls. 
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Instagram is also launching a new feature, which lets influencers use the app to tag and sell products directly 

on their profiles, thereby making posts ‘shoppable'. This means that brands can partner up with celebrities and 

reach their segment more directly, as the user does not have to do anything other than click on the tag. This 

will surely improve the shopping experience for users. It is further noticed that “visits to social networks as a 

‘last touch’ channel had doubled in their visit share between 2016 and 2018, rising by 110%” (Stewart, 2019). 

By adding this new feature, it can be argued that Instagram is probably going to reach even a bigger scale of 

people. The usages of social media are seen as a trend since they provide new opportunities for Ganni. 

 

The ranking of mobile apps also highlights a new player on the market that Ganni should have in mind, which 

is Amazon. Amazon already plays an important role in the UK online spectrum since almost 90% of UK 

shoppers use Amazon research reveals and thereby it have to some extend changed the consumer decision 

journey (Butler, 2019). This mean that Amazon can have an even greater effect for Ganni in the future. As of 

now, Ganni is not featured on Amazon, why it must be argued that they need to change that.  

 

6.2.6 Legal factors 

The legal factors refer to how the law affects a business. Like any other companies, fashion retailers need to 

meet legislative conditions when opening a new store. As mentioned in the economic section, Brexit is 

changing the balance of retailers’ uncertainties and can therefore affect the entrance procedures for Ganni. 

However, Ganni has already announced that they are opening their store on Beak Street in Soho. Besides that, 

Levy Real Estate, claims that there are no signs pointing to Ganni being deterred by the ongoing Brexit 

confusion (Newbold, 2018). Furthermore, since Ganni is already shipping to the UK, they are aware of the 

legal factors, which is why it is not found necessary to analyse further. 

 

6.2.7 Environmental factors 

As environmental factors are getting more and more attention worldwide, it is important to understand how 

the demands are changing in the UK. The fashion industry is the second most polluting industry in the world 

and therefore the demands for fashion brands to take environmental and social responsibility has never been 

greater (Heale, 2013). Both the social environment and government in the UK are therefore indirectly ‘forcing’ 

fashion brands to incorporate CSR activities into their organizations. 

 

Due to the large size of the fashion industry and the fast-fashion business model, the British Environmental 

Audit Committee (EAC) is concerned. Although the growth in fast-fashion is one of the keys to the increase 

in the fashion industry in the UK, it has also been one of the main contributors to the amount of clothes which 

have been thrown away. In 2017, a staggering 235 million items were sent to combustion in the UK (Bailey, 

2018). 
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In Autumn 2018, the EAC consequently wrote to 16 of the leading fashion retailers in the UK to inquire about 

what they actually do to take a sustainable stand (EAC, 2019). This was a part of making the retailers take 

more responsibility for the environmental impacts of their businesses, thereby decreasing the environmental 

effects (ibid). According to WRAP UK, a normal household purchase of clothing has an annual footprint 

equivalent to the carbon emissions released by a car driven 9,6 thousand kilometres, which is why consumers 

also need to take responsibility for their footprint (ibid). To change the fast-fashion model, extreme measures 

need to be taken. Politicians therefore suggest putting taxes on fast-fashion production, which would actually 

generate about 35 million GBP a year and would produce higher quality clothing collections (O'Grady, 2019). 

By adding this tax, it could also make consumers think more about this modern habit of ultra-disposable 

clothing.  

 

Ganni is already facing the increasing demand for CSR and is currently active in more than 25 sustainable 

projects. Reffstrup states, “We do a lot for the environment. We have signed up for three pledges, which we 

are working on (1) is about CO2, (2) is about plastic and (3) is about producing products which are 

fashionable in a circular economy, meaning that they can be recycled” (Reffstrup, 2019). Ganni has also been 

mapping their carbon footprint since 2016 and offsetting their CO2 emissions with carbon credits, as their 

ambition is to ensure true carbon neutrality (Ganni, 2019). Besides that, Ganni has a dedicated focus on people. 

Since 2017, they have also been committed to the UN Global Compact, which gives them a better 

understanding of how they can improve their social sustainability. By 2017, Ganni already secured that their 

code of conduct was in place. This code of conduct is based on the 10 UN principles and the International 

Labour Organisation (ILO), and is further reviewed and signed by all their partners and suppliers (ibid). 

Furthermore, Ganni is also committed to making their production more sustainable and, in turn, more 

sustainable collections with secure recycled materials (Bobb, 2019). 

 

Ganni’s latest collection, ‘Life on Earth’, also focuses directly on sustainability and the idea of taking social 

responsibility, which shows that the brand is not afraid of the environmental factors. The models on the catwalk 

were presented as strong and resourceful, which is exactly the message Ganni wants to express to the world 

(Keller K. , 2019). Although the collection is a change from their heritage style, it is opening up for a deeper 

message that Ganni assumes their customers will follow, which is why they are not afraid of changing the 

agenda. This is exactly what the UK government is searching for in new brands. This demand for CSR is seen 

as a mega trend, which will affect the whole world in the coming years. 
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6.3 Competitor Analysis: Porter’s Five Forces 
Based on the external microanalysis, the focus of the Porter’s Five Forces analysis is to investigate the 

competition in a given industry. According to Kotler (2012), an industry is defined as “A group of firms that 

offer a product or class of products which are close substitutes for one another” (Kotler, 2012, p. 333). The 

analysis consists of five elements: Threat of new entrants, Supplier power, Buyer power, Threat of substitutes, 

which in the end lead to the overall Rivalry/competitive situation in the industry (ibid).  

 

6.3.1 Critique of theory 

Porter’s Five Forces is a widely used framework for analysing industries, however, it has three main limitations 

that need to be acknowledged and explained. First, the framework is composed as a static model, which only 

provides a snapshot of an industry at the present moment. Besides that, the framework only considers one 

market at a time whereas most industries in the digital environment also face competition from global 

competitors, which is why all competitors should be taken into account when conducting the analysis (Beattie, 

2018). 

 

Secondly, it is very important to use the framework to analyse an industry and not a sole company. The 

framework is developed to look at the attractiveness of an industry and is not suited for a singular company to 

build their business strategy on. What’s more, it can often be difficult to define the exact industries, as some 

companies straddle multiple industries which can lead to mistakes if all alternatives are not considered. Lastly, 

it is very important to understand that all forces do not need equal attention, as there will always be some 

forces that outweigh others (Beattie, 2018). However, by taking these different limitations into account, 

securing that the framework is used in the right manner and in combination with other frameworks, it provides 

a solid overview of the competition in an industry and is useful when developing long term plans. 

 

6.3.2 Threats of new entrants  

The competitive environment of the existing fashion industry is pivotal to investigate to understand the threat 

level of new entrants. The threats of new entrants relies on several elements, such as: entry and exit barriers, 

supplier contracts, and resources, which all have an effect on the company (Kotler, 2012, p. 332).  
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In general, the entry and exit barriers are becoming much lower due to digitalization since the digitalized 

system, according to Kreutzer and Land (2015), has expanded the corporate field of operation simultaneously 

with revising the rules and business procedures (Kreutzer & Land, 2015). Today, a company can enter a new 

market without a physical shop by distributing only online, which is much easier to develop and does not need 

the same start-up capital, however, it can be difficult to secure that the customer notices you in the digital era 

(Mannino, 2018). It can therefore be argued that the entry barrier somehow depends more on getting noticed 

on the market and has some highly advanced skills. 

 

The customers are, as mentioned in Chapter 5, altering their buying behaviour towards a more digital decision 

journey, which also affects the fashion industry. The more digital decision journey introduces new entrants 

into the industry. Many luxury fashion e-commerce sites, such as Mytheresa, Farfetch, and Matchesfashion, 

who sell luxury goods from different brands are focusing on giving the customers a personal luxury shopping 

experience have entered. Ganni is already present on many of these sites, which is why it can be argued that 

they are aware of these new entrants. This can also be seen as an advantage since this probably mean that some 

of the British consumers already have noticed Ganni. 

 

New big entrants such as Amazon and Alibaba may especially cause discord, as these entrants are way ahead 

of many others (Amed et al, 2019). As mentioned in the PESTLE-analyses, Amazon can particularly affect the 

industry, as it has the potential to change the buying patterns. Additionally, another example of new entrants 

in the fashion industry are the subscription, rental, and resales solutions. There is a shift in the fashion industry, 

towards new ownership models, which is driven by the growing desire for variety, sustainability, and 

affordability (ibid). There is especially a growing interest in subscriptions, as the consumers are becoming 

more aware of how they use their time, to which Retail Institute Scandinavia states: “Subscriptions reduce 

complexity, are simple, save time and are a good expression of the smart shopping customers demand” (Bahr, 

2016). These new business models are seen as the perfect way to combine fashion and sustainable usages as it 

lengthens the product lifecycle while offering novelty to the consumers (Amed et al, 2019). In the UK, several 

clothing rental sites with different business models are evolving such as Wear the Walk, Frontrow, and Sustain 

Sister (Balser, 2019). 

 

6.3.3 Supplier power 

The supplier power is evaluated on the basis of how many suppliers there are and the cost of changing supplier 

(Kotler, 2012, p. 332). In regard to entering the British market, Ganni does not need to change their suppliers 

since the supply strategy is already global and there are a lot of different suppliers in the industry. Therefore, 

this is not deemed relevant to analyse further. 
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6.3.4 Buyer power 

The buyer power is evaluated based on how many buyers there are of a certain product, brand, or concept, but 

also based on the buyer switching cost and the degree of differentiated product (Kotler, 2012, p. 332). In 

general, the consumers in the British fashion industry have a high level of power, as they have many options 

when it comes to consuming fashion items both offline and online. It can therefore be considered somewhat 

insensitive and limiting to stay with one particular company and/or brand. Thus, the buyers also develop a high 

bargaining ability where it can be possible to affect the prices of the products.  

 

In 2017, the market share of women’s clothing and accessories accounted for 44,3% of the market purchase in 

the UK fashion industry, which is almost the double of men’s (Men’s clothing and accessories = 25,9%, 

children’s clothing and accessories = 22,3%, and footwear = 7,5%) (Kantar Worldpanel, 2017). More 

specifically, women between the ages of 25-34 stand for 16,4% of the market purchase and their power is seen 

as very important for Ganni, as their average customer, are women between the ages of 25-35, although Ganni 

does not have one sole segment (Reffstrup, 2019). As women hold such a big market purchase in the fashion 

industry, it can be argued that they in general have a high buyer power. Furthermore, due to the many fast-

fashion actors on the market, the consumers have the possibility to buy much cheaper items. The degree of 

switching costs and loyalty will, however, vary as the value offered is perceived individually. Due to the many 

actors in the fashion industry, it is essential for Ganni to secure that they show the consumers their brand 

identity and how they can obtain emotional and self-expressive benefits by wearing the brand, as this can 

persuade the buyers to see the brand differently and drop the buyer power. 

 

Transparency and reviews on price also affect the buyer power due to the online portals such as Price Runner 

and Price Comparison, which make it easier for the customers to compare prices. Research conducted by 

Trustpilot further found that 90% of the consumers in the UK are more prone to trust an ad if it has an open 

platform reviewer’s logo on it, which means that the brand cannot delete, censor, or hide any comments 

(Drapers & Trustpilot, 2018). It is therefore valuable for brands to innovate, engage, and collaborate with their 

customers. 
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6.3.5 Threat of substitutes 

The threat of substitutes is evaluated through the number of substitutes, the performance of substitutes, and 

the buyer’s inclination to substitutes (Kotler, 2012, p. 332). There are a lot of alternatives to Ganni in the 

British fashion industry, so the number of substitutes is high (Kantar Worldpanel, 2017). Due to the fact that 

Ganni is placed somewhere between mainstream and luxury, the number of substitutes is even higher than if 

they were only competing with luxury brands or fast-fashion brands. It is therefore, as previously mentioned, 

important to differentiate from the competitors to make it more difficult for the consumers to find a substitute 

for the Ganni brand. Due to Ganni’s unique brand identity and their low prices, compared to other international 

luxury brands, it can be argued that the buyer’s inclination for changing is low. 

 

Second-hand shops pose another new threat, as they can be perceived as a big substitute for Ganni both online 

and offline; with the sector significantly increasing in the UK, primarily as a result of the internet. In 2017, the 

second-hand market generated 360 billion USD worldwide, where the online sales had an increase of 35% 

against the 8% increase for brick and mortar stores (Elven, 2018). The US second-hand clothing retailer, 

ThredUp, additionally predicts that the second-hand fashion market will become bigger than the luxury market 

by 2022 worldwide, as is it expected to generate around 400 billion USD, while the luxury market is only 

forecasted to generate 305 billion USD (ibid). ThredUp further states that around 13% of a woman’s closet 

will consist of second-hand clothing by 2028 (Handley, 2019). Experts state that the combination of taking 

responsible choices and having unique items is what especially engages the consumers to choose vintage 

(Purdy, 2019). In the UK, almost 4000 stores specialize in selling second-hand goods, and these are only 

physical stores. Several of the luxury companies worldwide, such as LVMH and Richemont, are already taking 

part in the trend and are investing in second-hand shops online (Elven, 2018).  

 

On the other hand, more mainstream brands can also be considered as substitutes as Reffstrup states “The UK 

has a lot of brands like Sandro and Maje, although they are significantly more expensive, they can to some 

extend be seen as competitors, if the consumers prefer those” (Reffstrup, 2019). 
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6.3.6 Rivalry/competitive situation in the industry   

The fashion industry in the UK is characterised by strong competition due to high threat from new entrants, 

low supplier power, high buyer power, and high threat from substitutes. Overall, the increased digital 

possibilities lead to more companies fulfilling the consumer’s needs, but also to new entrants in the industry. 

The digital evolution especially opens up for global competition, as it is no longer just competitors in the 

national market that brands need to consider. However, it can be argued that Ganni is perceived as exclusive 

but with a lower price than their competitors in the luxury segment, which can give them an advantage. 

However, they still need to be aware of the competition, as the industry is much bigger than Scandinavia. 

Besides that, the British industry also has more national brands on the same level as Ganni, which they have 

not been forced to considered before. Due to the high buyer power, a good relationship with the customers is 

also found essential and thus Ganni needs to use their social media channels to engage with the customers and 

develop these relationships.  

 

6.4 Chapter summary 
Chapter 6 addressed SQ4 and attempted to elucidate which conditions Ganni needs to have in mind when 

entering the British market. Overall, the British fashion market is seen as an interesting market to enter due to 

the many opportunities and wealthy economy. The PESTLE-analysis presented several trends in the market 

such as the huge demand for acting sustainable social in-store experiences. But also, an increase in the usage 

of social media, where especially Instagram and WhatsApp were found as being heavily used among the 

British consumers. In addition, the Porter’s Five Forces analysis showed that the British fashion industry is 

characterised by strong competition due to the many new entrants such as online e-commerce sites but also 

new actors such as Amazon. Besides that, the threat of substitutes was found as being high due to the 

competition from second-hand shops and more mainstream brands, which also lead to a high buyer power 

among the consumers. 
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7 Discussion 
In the following chapter a discussion of the arguments and findings from the analysis is carried out. The aim 

is not to confirm one correct strategy for Ganni, but to discuss various potential strategies and to present 

recommendations based on the arguments from the analysis and the findings. The discussion evolves from the 

preliminary assumption that the fashion industry is evolving but also that the British market is different than 

the Scandinavian, thus, new circumstances must be considered when entering the market; all of which, in turn, 

addresses the central research question of the thesis. 

 

7.1 Implementation: The brand identity of Ganni in the future 
By applying the theoretical framework by Aaker (1996), it became clear which role the brand identity plays 

for Ganni and their success up until now. Through their brand identity, Ganni supports their customers with 

emotional and self-expressive benefits, which is a powerful guiding force behind the customer’s choice of 

brand. This further means that Ganni’s ability to create a feeling of belonging to their community can have a 

high motivational factor in the consumer decision journey, especially in the consideration phase of ZMOT, 

FMOT, as well as the desire origination (Figure 9). With the two S’s, Search and Share, added in the AIDA 

model, new features of the consumer decision journey, such as sharing experience and opinions (SMOT), as 

well as being inspired across channels, are also seen as significant decision-making factors. This advocates the 

importance of Ganni creating content, products, and experiences that are suitable for sharing and creation of 

user generated content. The analysis also found it extremely important to accommodate sharing of experiences 

with the brand, since it motivates acts of advocacy and positive word-of-mouth which might trigger associated 

users’ decision making. The touchpoints in the post purchase phase are also seen crucial to retention and 

loyalty. This further creates the identified circular process of the journey, which amplifies the importance of 

aligning the consumer decision journey with the Ganni strategy. 

 

In regard to achieving global success, Reffstrup states, “we have always had an idea of that when you are 

small you are by definition "sexy" and "exciting" and when you are really big, you buy yourself to be "sexy". 

Then you buy ads or pay for celebs - and then there is the intermediate phase, which you really just need to 

have solved as quickly as possible” (Reffstrup, 2019). This indicates that Ganni needs to disrupt their brand 

and to keep developing extraordinary and strong collections in order to stay ‘sexy’, otherwise their success can 

quickly come to an end. An expert in the fashion industry, Morten Gade Steinmetz from Deloitte, also states 

that “There is few industries where there is such a short path between being newly stared and being a huge 

success. But it can certainly go the other way too. Within the fashion industry you are never better than the 

latest collection” (Bach, 2019). 
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To secure a strong brand identity on the British market, it is crucial that the employees in the UK understand 

Ganni’s core identity and how to effectively deliver it to the customers, while also being ready to adapt the 

extended identity to the British customer demands. However, Ganni is not safe by simply focus on their brand 

identity and iconic design. In the PESTLE-analysis, the most significant trend discovered was the focus on 

sustainability, which is why it must be argued that it is a demand that Ganni needs to respond to and incorporate 

in their global strategy. Fortunately, Ganni already has a dedicated focus on social responsibility and 

sustainability, which can hopefully help them to be perceived as a memorable and interesting brand on the 

British fashion scene, however they need to communicate it to succeed from it. As the netnograpgic analysis 

demonstrated, Ganni has a great hold on their Instagram followers. This presents an opportunity for the brand 

to be a frontrunner in regard to inspiring both customers and other brands to act more sustainably by 

communicating their pledges to the British market. Furthermore, as analysed in Porter’s Five Forces, the 

different subscriptions and rental business models are also evolving in the UK and are seen as the perfect 

combination of newness and sustainable usages. Based on this, Ganni could consider partnering up with such 

sites or even develop their own rental business model where customers can rent the Ganni collections as a part 

of their focus on sustainability. 

 

7.1.1 Execution 

In general, the fashion industry is very dynamic due to the ongoing trends, which is why it is important that 

companies do not follow static strategies. Knowledge of digital tools and their effect on the customers, is a 

clear factor for creating a strategy in the best imaginable way and deliver a seamlessly integrated omnichannel 

experience. Although Ganni is sold alongside brands such as Balenciaga and Balmain in many department 

stores, it must be acknowledged that Ganni still does not have the same status or brand awareness as a 

completely well-established luxury brand and therefore they still needs to remain humble and work to succeed 

on new markets (Reffstrup, 2019).  

 

Especially Ganni need to consider whether they shall sell their products on Amazon, since Amazon is already 

affecting the path to purchase in the UK extremally. However, it can be argued, that to maintain the exclusivity 

and unique vibe of the brand, they shall remain only selling on their own site and other exclusive fashion sites 

and then focus on making their store extraordinary. Until now, Ganni have acted as a start-up company and 

have therefore not wanted to think about their competitors strategically. However, when entering the British 

market this is not a possibility, as it is argued that opening a store in the UK is entirely different than opening 

stores in Denmark, Norway, and Sweden. The Porter’s Five Force analysis showed how competitive the British 

fashion industry is and therefore Ganni needs to be aware of their competitors. Thus, this is not to suggest that 

they shall change their organizational structure, but that the brand needs to secure that they differentiate 

themselves and develop an execution strategy which can secure economic stability and success in the UK.  
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Nevertheless, it can be argued that Ganni can achieve success by balancing the physical and digital world. This 

will lead to an increased convenience for the customers due to digital technologies and expectations of 

personalized customer services available at any touchpoints. The analysis exposed how fashion and digital are 

becoming increasingly entangled, emphasising the acuity of mandatory participation and integration of digital 

forces; especially social media. The importance of the different digital touchpoints was also underlined through 

both the netnographic findings and conducted interviews, as especially Reffstrup explained how Ganni was 

affected by social media.  

 

Through the netnograpgic analysis of the content shared on Ganni’s social media profiles, it became clear how 

the different platforms were used to send branded messages. Furthermore, the findings indicated that the digital 

instrument’s capacity to create online excitement, by extraordinary visuals and storytelling, can contribute to 

engagement. Equally, the digital excellence is seen as fundamental to sharing Ganni’s brand identity with the 

British customers and thus inspire, educate, and persuade them to choose the brand. The community around 

the #GANNIGirls was seen as an especially strong engagement source. Users all around the world identify 

themselves as a ‘Ganni girl’ by using the hashtag #GANNIGirls, which again underlines the brands role as a 

social actor in the digital society. Additionally, due to the importance of influencers, it is argued that it would 

be beneficial for Ganni to partner up with British micro and macro influencers in order to create brand 

awareness. These third parties can thereby help influence the consumers decision-making process to Ganni’s 

advantage. Until now they have not paid for sponsoring, however it can be argued that it is necessary in the 

UK if they do not get the same attention through partnerships. Furthermore, the openness and access to 

information online contributes to a culture of transparency, where information on everything is available on 

the world wide web to improve reliability, thereby establishing trusting relationships with the customers. It 

can therefore be argued that an even higher level of transparency of the Ganni brand might nurture and 

encourage engagement among the British customers. It could therefore be argued that Ganni should 

communicate how and where they produce their clothes even more transparent.  

 

Although the digital channels and the usages of social media is something that Ganni shall use a lot, when 

entering the British market, the importance of physical stores in the UK and the desire for in-store experiences 

and social events is increasing. Therefore, Ganni need to find a balance between the digital world and physical 

world.  
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When opening their store in Stockholm, Ganni used social media to interact with the customers through the 

whole process and this is something they should do in the UK as well, as this suggests how the digital evolution 

is not only a good instrument for influencing the consumer decision journey online, but equally effective for 

enriching offline, in-store experiences. The ability to build trust and complete confidence in the brand may 

also lead to positive word-of-mouth, which is seen as important when entering a new market. The findings and 

application of the data hereby suggest the distinction of executing an excellent and joint experience on all 

touchpoints in a whole omni-approach. 

 

The overall goal for Ganni on the British market is to master the consumer decision journey and to reach the 

consumers at the right time, in the right forums, and with the right message. Inspired by the Danish brand 

Kähler and their strategic approach, Ganni needs to develop a Three-Dimensional Branding Approach in the 

UK (shown in Figure 10), where they especially focus on the third dimension: ‘Social Life Branding’.  

 

 
Figure 10: Three-Dimensional Branding Approach 

 

As discussed, social media is one of the most important touchpoints in the consumer decision journey, 

however, the social life dimension is what can really differentiate Ganni on the British market. ‘Social Life 

Branding’ is all about giving the customers a reason to visit the store without focusing on the sale and thus 

should be an intelligent and value-creating experience for the customer. Therefore, Ganni needs to secure that 

the UK store is a place where the customers want to be a part of the experience, moment and community and 

do not want to risk missing out on the visit. It is suggested that Ganni should create a ‘GANNI UNIVERSE’ 

where they organize social happenings for their customers. For example, Ganni could evolve their guide on 

Instagram to a guide with their favourite London locations and where in the city Ganni finds inspiration, as 

this invites people to be a part of the GANNI UNIVERSE. Furthermore, it is recommended that they focus on 

the community around the ‘Ganni girls’ and organize exclusive events, where girls can meet their fellow Ganni 

girls and get the opportunity to be styled by the celebrity members of the community or the other way around, 

giving the ‘normal’ girls the opportunity to style an outfit for the celebrities. 
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Additionally, Ganni should focus on being frontrunners in regard to sustainability and host social events where 

they invite the customers to talk about the environment as well as designing and producing some limited styles 

that are 100% sustainable. To make it interesting for their customers, Ganni could organize competitions where 

people suggest ideas on how to make the British fashion industry more sustainable and then the best idea wins 

one of the limited items from the sustainable collection. 

 

The PESTLE-analysis showed that the most used app in the UK is WhatsApp, which was one of the social 

media channels Ganni’s is not yet using. It is therefore suggested that Ganni should incorporate the channel as 

a part of their Three-Dimensional Branding approach, since WhatsApp is a perfect tool to communicate with 

the customers on a personal level. For example, they could offer one-on-one help and discreet advice to 

customers about sizes, fitting, and so on. Another idea could be to create community groups on WhatsApp, 

where it is possible for the customers to speak freely about what they think about Ganni’s collections and what 

will make them even more interesting. 

 

7.1.2 Tracking 

To follow the development of the British market, Ganni should look at data that provide sources with insight 

into customers and non-customers on a deeper level. By studying the customers digital footprints, an 

understanding can be established regarding the connection and customizing of individual experiences to the 

customers, in order to build lasting relationships and, in turn, loyalty. Consequently, it is implied that the 

practical considerations and investments necessary to analyse the enormous quantity of available data can be 

significant and is possible with the increased financial strength from the investors. Furthermore, it is suggested 

that Ganni should involve the customers through the social media, when opening their London store, as it can 

secure people notice it and establishes two-sided communication. 

 

Moreover, Ganni should, track where and who their followers are in regard to geography, age, and gender on 

their social media channels in regard to securing that they are present in the UK. By doing so, it would also 

make it possible for Ganni to track the correlation between their social life branding and the engagement on 

social media. Besides that, Ganni should look into their engagement rate on their social media channels to see, 

if they actually track any British customers. Besides that, the new Instagram function identified in the PESTLE-

analysis, which makes it possible for influencer posts to be ‘shoppable’, could also be taken into account when 

developing partnerships with influencers, as this can help Ganni get noticed on the British market. 
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8 Conclusion 
It can be concluded that Ganni has a clear focus on representing strong and independent women worldwide, 

which is why the point of providing their customers with emotional and self-expressive benefits was found as 

an essential part of Ganni’s brand identity. These personal attributes are what makes Ganni unique as well as 

difficult to replicate. It was discovered that Ganni awakens feelings of being colourful, trendy, and strong 

when wearing the brand, which then makes the customer want to express themselves in regard to presenting a 

particular self-image. This was especially seen with the use of the #GANNIGirls hashtag and in general the 

huge engagement identified through the netnographic analysis. The customers are likely to feel that they are 

expressing strength and independence by associating themselves with the #GANNIGirls community when 

wearing Ganni clothing and using the hashtag. 

 

Digital touchpoints, such as e-commerce and social media channels, were found highly beneficial to increase 

brand awareness, educate about the brand, share important knowledge, and nurture collaborative 

communication, and thus improve the overall brand experience. Within the investigation of the digital impact 

of Ganni, the findings illustrated how digital technologies have had a fluctuating effect on values and demands 

of the current affluent consumer society as they, through their mobile devices, are progressively informed but 

also constantly connected. In addition to this, social media channels have empowered the consumers with 

online tools where they can express their opinion and thereby influence companies. Due to this evolution and 

use of social media, the consumer journey has also changed, which is why ZMOT was found as the most 

significant influencer of the consumer decision-making process. User-generated content, information, and 

opinions from third parties, as well as fellow users, were also perceived as the most reliable sources of 

information in regard to experiences with the brands and services between the consumers. Moreover, since 

61% of UK consumers between the ages of 18-34 have, to some extent, been swayed in their decision making 

by digital influencers, it is deemed important for Ganni to collaborate with British influencers to help affect 

the ZMOT phase. Right now, Ganni are collaborating with many huge Scandinavia influencers, but they need 

to start collaborating with British influencers to secure being visible in the British fashion industry. Since the 

digital active consumers generate branded digital footprints through social media channels, their opinions and 

content were also perceived as playing an important role in triggering fellow consumers in their decision-

making.  It is therefore considered crucial for Ganni to follow these digital footprints and analyse exactly what 

affect it has for Ganni. 
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Overall, the British fashion market was found as an attractive market to enter as the UK fashion industry 

contributed approximately 32.2 billion GBP to the UK GDP in 2017; although the uncertainty surrounding 

Brexit can potentially cause some problems. What’s more, London is seen as an essential location for cutting-

edge international brands like Ganni. The PESTLE analysis of the British fashion market also indicated that 

sustainability is the most important trend to have in mind. Both the politicians and the consumers have a clear 

stance about how brands need to take responsibility for the environment. It is therefore argued that Ganni 

should be a front runner and use their influential power over their followers to provide them with knowledge 

about being fashionable yet sustainable. In addition to this, trends such as using social media channels and 

being online all the time were identified as playing a huge role among the British customers, which confirmed 

the Digital Darwinism theory. The Porter’s Five forces analysis endorsed that Ganni will be met by strong 

competition, from both online and offline actors, when entering the British market due to a number of new 

substitutes and entrants in the industry, such as second-hand shops and players such as Amazon. 

 

Additionally, the demand for experiences was identified as an important trend among the British consumers. 

Therefore, it is concluded that Ganni needs to follow an omnichannel approach, meaning that they shall give 

all stakeholders the same experience across all platforms. In-store experiences, such as good customer service 

and inspiring design, were found essential to secure the aesthetics and essence both online and offline. 

Furthermore, it was also identified that Ganni plays a much bigger role in regard to functioning as a social 

actor than expected, which was also seen through the impressive community around #GANNIGirls and the 

search for becoming a part of Ganni, when using the hashtag. The netnographic findings overall showed that 

Ganni uses several of the most used social media channels in the UK. Instagram was especially identified as 

the channel where Ganni is most active and where they have the highest level of engagement. In addition to 

this, it was found that Ganni is not using WhatsApp. WhatsApp is the most used social media channel in the 

UK, and it is therefore recommended Ganni finds a way to incorporate the platform as part of their social 

media strategy, as it is likely to reach an important customer group. 
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Overall, it can be concluded that Ganni is doing very well globally based on their economy and the fact that 

they are already present in many exclusive department stores and web shops worldwide. With L Catterton on 

board, Ganni has a huge competitive advantage both in regard to capital and business development. However, 

findings confirmed that in order for Ganni to become successful on the British market and transform the 

company into a thriving global brand, they need to remain humble and work to succeed.  This mean they shall 

focus on their core identity and Scandinavia heritage, while adapting their extended identity to the demands of 

the British customers but take on a new approach. Essentially, Ganni shall follow a Three-Dimensional 

Branding Approach and focus on ‘Social Life Branding’ and give their customers an intelligent and value-

creating experience both online and offline. This should be done through a GANNI UNIVERS where social 

happenings such as a London Instagram guide and events about ‘meet your fellow Ganni girl’. Lastly, Ganni 

should take social action and be the leading brand in order to affect sustainability in the British fashion industry. 
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9 Limitations of the study and further research 
As the assignment takes form of an academic thesis, it needs to follow some certain requirements why it would 

have been a different report if the researcher was hired by Ganni as a consultant. To get a better understanding 

of the British market, it would first of all have been useful to visit London and make observations in Soho 

were the store is opening in order to have a better foundation for the research. Furthermore, it would have been 

interesting to conduct a comparable study of the competitor’s position and brand identity in the British fashion 

industry, which could help establish a better understanding of where Ganni is placed in the UK industry and 

who their closest competitors are. 

 

Besides that, a focus group interview of affluent consumers in the UK could have helped address the analysis 

of the consumers decision journey and which demands they have. This could have, in turn, contributed to a 

deeper analysis of how the digital touchpoint affects their patterns. This could have improved the reliability of 

the study, as it could help overcome the limitation of subjective findings. 

 

Although Ganni already ships to the UK and is sold on both British web shops and in British department stores, 

it would also be interesting to investigate the British consumers’ knowledge of Ganni. This could present 

further information on how the consumers perceive the brand identity and essence, and if it resonates with the 

perception Ganni is aiming for. Due to Ganni’s impressive engagement on social media, it would also have 

been interesting to obtain more information about who their followers actually are and where they come from, 

and then measure their engagement rate. 

 

It would further, also be interesting to research how the customers perceive the Three-Dimensional Branding 

Approach and especially the ‘Social Life Branding’ aspect in regard to see if it actually catches the customers 

attention and lead to purchase. Further, it would be interesting to conduct a longitudinal research study to see 

if Ganni uses the same approach on several markets and what is working better. 
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Banana and cherry print t-shirts 
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11.1.6 Appendix 6: #GANNIGirls 
#GANNIGirls which are both normal girls as well as celebrities and influencers wearing Ganni items 
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11.3.3 Appendix 18: Active social media users in the UK 
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11.3.5 Appendix 20: Stockholm store 
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11.3.6 Appendix 21: Searching for a product or service online 
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11.3.8 Appendix 23: App ranking 

 
 

11.4 Appendix D: Interviews 
11.4.1 Appendix 24: Interview with Nicolaj Reffstrup 
 
Interview with Nicolaj Reffstrup on February 20th, 2019 
 Helt generelt om Ganni ift. hvordan det går og hvad der ligger til grund for jeres succes? 
 
Jamen altså baggrunden den er jo lidt det her med at jeg har en baggrund i tech, faktisk næsten mere finance. 
Jeg var med til at lave en kubator i 1999-2000, hvor vi var ude og lave et par investeringer. Den gang var det 
meget sådan noget som bluetooth, som var det helt nye smarte og det gik hverken værre eller bedre end at 
der så kom det der dot.com crash i marts 2000, altså det første dot.com chrash. Hvilket gjorde at vi havde ca. 
3-4 år, hvor vi bare ryddet op bagefter. Vi får så ryddet op og får solgt et par virksomheder og kommer sådan 
okay ud af det. Hvorefter jeg glider lidt videre over i at lave sådan en tidlig version af Siri, det var så bare en 
chat baseret robot, hvor vi fik rejst en masse penge – faktisk 10 millioner dollar, som var mange penge 
dengang. Og får prøvet det af, men det var bare 10 år for tidligt. Så omkring 2008-2009 har jeg brugt 10 år i 
tech uden rigtig at komme nogle vegne på mange måder... Min kone har altid været tøj indkøber og arbejdet i 
retail, hun tog ligesom en sabatår efter gymnasiet, som aldrig helt førte til noget. Og hun hjælper så en ven, 
vi har der, hedder Frank, som har det her tøjmærke ’Ganni’, som omsætter for 2/20 millioner kr. og er 10 år 
gammelt, så man kan ikke helt sige at det har flyttet sig.  
 
Hun lavede så nogle ting, som gik rigtig godt og så spurgt han, om vi ikke ville være partnere, hvilket vi 
gerne ville. Og så begynder vi ligesom i 2009, der var lige nogle indledende knæbøjninger, men 2009 er 
ligesom vores officielle startdato. Og så tager vi egentlig grundlæggende over og kører det videre derfra. 
Altså det tog lidt tid, så plus/minus.  
 
Ja selvfølgelig 
 
Altså min eneste betingelse for at gå ind i det var, at vi ville forsøge at skabe et internationalt brand, fordi jeg 
havde set så mange skandinaviske tøjmærker, som ikke rigtig kom ud over Skandinavien. Og det er bare alt 
for farligt fordi, så dør du på et eller andet tidspunkt. Eller det bliver ikke en rigtig virksomhed. 
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Selv dengang var Acne jo ikke noget vildt. Jeg mener Acne er måske værd 250 millioner euro nu og sjovt 
nok har de lige solgt 42% og ville gerne have solgt hele virksomheden, men de kunne simpelthen ikke – i 
hvert fald ikke for den pris, som de gerne ville have, fordi folk betragter det som et nichebrand. Så hvis de fx 
åbner en ethi i NY, går den typisk rigtig godt, men hvis de så åbner en mere, så fordeles kunderne blot ud 
over de to butikker og dermed halveres kunderne i den første butik, fordi det netop er lidt for niche. Det 
havde jeg ikke tænkt over dengang, men faktisk er det præcis det, som vi gerne ville undgå. Så det var altså 
min betingelse. 
 
Min kone havde den betingelse, at hun gerne ville få en tredje stil frem. Dengang var det sådan meget, 
androprylsk, Acne, uniform agtigt – meget clean look eller sådan boheim look, som fx Munthe plus 
Simonsen, altså som de stadigvæk ser ud i dag.  
 
Ja okay, det kan jeg godt følge... 
 
Hun ville ligesom skabe en tredje stil, som var meget mere dynamisk, med kontrast og farver og print og 
sådan. Som ligesom er hendes niche – hun har boet i Paris og havde ligesom taget nogle af de tanker hun 
havde gjort sig hos de brands, som hun arbejde med der, med hjem.  
 
Så gik det sådan slag i slag, men når man kigger på historien bagefter, tror jeg at de komponenter som har 
været afgørende for succesen, er først og fremmest Ditte. Hun er ekstremt kreativ, hun har den der x-faktor. I 
forhold til at kunne levere sådan en sammenhængende oplevelse – altså hvor der er en sammenhæng mellem 
brandet og tøjet og alt det vi har fortalt af historier. Derudover skal man ikke tage fejl af, at hun er en 
blanding af kommerciel og kreativ, altså fordi hun kommer for retail, ved hun godt at det er hende, som lige 
flytter brystsyningen to centimeter længere ned fordi der fittet lige bedre – så hun har helt sikkert det der 
kommercielle aspekt også.  
 
Og ja altså fra min side... Det gik godt nok først op for mig mange år senere, men vi har ligesom drevet 
virksomheden, som man ville drive en tech virksomhed. Der var en masse ting, som vi gjorde, der ikke er 
normalt for en tøjvirksomhed. Og det var jo fx at køre meget LEAN agtigt, altså meget fladt hierarki. Vi 
kører med meget efter princippet lad ”the best argument win”. Vi kører meget efter ikke at hyre folk efter 
anciennitet, men derimod hvis de har et talent og så kan man altid efterfølgende finde ud af, hvad de skal 
lave – det gør man meget i tech, hvor der er meget ’scarcity’ – altså begrænset udvalg af talent. Derudover 
har vi altid været meget ærlige og åbne samt meget action orienteret. Men samtidig har vi også arbejdet med 
mange værktøjer samt metoder fra tech såsom ’scrum and sprint’.  
Altså normalt ville projekterne nok køre efter en klassisk vandfaldsmodel, hvor man først skal definere sin 
projektopgave, hvorfra den så køre i nogle faser derned af og når man så er nået halvejs igennem, finder man 
ud af, at projektet slet ikke passer længere og det hele har ændret sig. 
I tech kører man meget i tre-ugers ’sprints’, hvor du skal opnå eller levere noget på relativt kort tid og kører 
så ligesom alle faserne fra vandfaldsmodellen igennem hver dag. Så du har nærmest en problemformulering, 
som du omformer eller retter til sidst på dagen – eller i hvert fald inden for de her tre uger. 
Det samme gælder for ’scrum’ møder – som typisk er sådan 15 minutters stå møder, hvor man kort fortæller, 
hvad man lavede i går og hvad man skal lave i dag og hvis man identificere et issue, tager man det ud af 
mødet, så folk som ikke har noget med det at gøre, ikke skal bruge tid på det. Så altså mange møder, men 
korte og effektive.  
Så de ting har helt sikkert været medvirkende til, at vi gjorde tingene lidt anderledes og så det der med at vi 
gerne ville være internationale. Det gjorde jo også, at vi traf nogle beslutninger hen ad vejen, som også var 
rimelig vilde. 
Fx har vi to gange droppet en enkelt kunde, som udgjorde 10% af vores omsætning, for hele tiden at have en 
meget eksklusiv distribution.  
Og helt grundlæggende har vi jo hele tiden opført os som om, at vi var ’designers to luxury’, men vores 
prissætning er jo – især i den internationale kontekst – meget kommerciel. Det er den nok ikke for den 
skandinaviske kontekst, men vi køber tøj på en anden måde. Men sådan nogle kontemporere mærker som 
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Sandro og Maje, som jeg jo synes er lige gyldige, fordi de bare ligger på alle gadehjørner – er jo markant 
dyre end sådan nogle som os. 
Og England har masser af den slags også, så på den måde har folk aldrig helt kunne placere os  
 
Ja okay. Ser du så det som en fordel eller ulempe? 
 
Det har jo været en kæmpe fordel, men det er jo en svær balance, fordi du vil jo gerne være det billige 
alternativ fordi så sælger du bare meget, eller det vil vi i hvert fald gerne og det har vi formået at være altid. 
Vi har jo den vildeste distribution, altså du ville kunne tage et luksusmærke og putte det ind i vores 
distribution ’over night’ – måske undtagen i Danmark.  
Vi sidder jo ved siden af Balenciaga, Balmain og sådan nogle mærker og nærmest med Acne som det 
nederste punkt og det er jo uhørt – eller det var det i hvert fald, nu er det blevet sådan mere moderne. Mange 
som Porter Matches – altså de der store selskaber, som skal vokse så meget. Har ligesom fået øjnene op for, 
hvordan vi gør det og haft en kæmpe succes med os, som blandt andet har smittet af på en masse danske 
mærker. Men også generelt sådan et kontempo af brands og prispunkt. 
 
Ja okay, men det siger jo også noget om, hvordan i altid har kørt efter et ’goal’ om at i gerne ville være 
store. Og ikke bare tænkt at i blot ville tage det stille og roligt og prøve det af i Danmark 
 
Nej vi har i hvert fald altid lidt haft en ide om det, men det følger også lidt med, hvis man gerne vil være 
international. Og så har vi haft en ide om, at når du er lille, så er du per definition ’sexet’ og ’spændende’ og 
når du er rigtig stor, så køber du dig til at være ’sexet’. Så køber du annoncer eller betaler for celebs – og så 
er der så, den der mellemfase, som du egentlig bare skal have løst så hurtigt så muligt, hvor du ikke længere 
er lille og sexet, men du har ikke penge nok til at gøre en forskel. Det er ligesom den fase, vi gerne vil 
igennem hurtigst så muligt. 
 
Ja okay, er det derfor at i valgte at sælge noget af virksomheden? 
 
Ja, men der er mange ting der spiller. Altså idet jeg jo kommer fra tech og i tech er det helt normalt – både at 
du rejser penge og at du sælger noget igen – altså du går igennem nogle faser og det kan bare ikke være dig 
der skal drive det hele vejen og det er helt normalt.  
Selvfølgelig også fordi tech-virksomhed har det med at vokse meget hurtigt, så for os er det slet ikke et tabu, 
men nærmere en sejr at gøre det. Men i tøjbranchen er det jo normalt noget som alle holder hemmeligt. 
Selvom ALLE har en investor, jeg mener alle.  
Så det altid været en del af planen, altså jeg har altid tænkt, at vi skulle have en partner på den ene eller 
anden måde. Fordi det føles naturligt at have nogle til at hjælpe med at bygge ens internationale virksomhed, 
men også fordi det bare er svært at bygge en international virksomhed ud af København. Altså der er bare 
ikke talentet til det samt den akkumulerede pule af erfaring, altså der jo er ikke nogle som har gjort det, som 
vi gør nu – i hvert fald ikke på vores prispunkt og med den vækst, som vi stadigvæk ser. 
Måske Acne – men Acne er meget specielt, det er svært at lære noget fra dem eller at hyre folk derfra. De 
havde jo ligesom deres denim, som man måske lidt har glemt nu, men som var meget bredt distribueret i 
Skandinavien og hvor de tjente bugner af penge. Og på ryggen af det, kunne de ligesom tillade sig at være 
ekstremt arrogante – altså på en sej måde – jeg mener det meget positivt. De er klart et af mine favorit 
mærker, de kunne tillade sig at være arrogante og cool og ligesom bygge et fashion brand ud fra et denim 
brand, hvilket i øvrigt også noget som ingen tidligere har gjort. Men glemmer lidt at de ligesom fra start bare 
havde den der cash-maskine, så det er svært at lære noget fra dem.  
På den måde står vi ligesom fuldstændig alene med det, man kan jo ikke lige hyre nogle fra Day eller Malene 
Birger, for det er jo noget helt andet.  
Og så vi jo faktisk også gået hen og blevet større end alle dem, hvilket jo også gør, at det er noget helt andet. 
 
Og hvad så i forhold til at i har hyret en ny CEO? Kommer det til at ændre på dine arbejdsopgaver samt 
jeres processer? 
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Nej det tror jeg ikke rigtig. 
 
Nå okay, men han kommer vel med en anerledes baggrund og kan nogle andre ting? 
 
Ja ja det er klart. Vi valgte jo ham fordi han både har erfaring fra luxury samt det mere kommercielle. Altså 
han har været direktør for både Marni og Margiela   
Og så har han arbejdet for Diesel med en masse af deres kommercielle projekter in between. Så han har 
ligesom både luxury og conteporary ligesom – så han forstår hele det der spændingsfelt, som vi bevæger os i.  
Han er dog meget opmærksom på, at han gerne vil bevare alt det, som jeg lige har fortalt dig om – det vil alle 
jo, man vil gerne forblive entrepreneurial, det er jo alles ønske. Selv Jeff Bezos fra Amazon, har jo erklæret 
det som hans klare mål.  
Men det er klart, vi kommer til at formalisere nogle ting hen ad vejen, nu har vi også åbnet kontor i London 
og New York, så for at få det til at hænge sammen, så er man nødt til at gøre tingene på en lidt anden måde.  
 
Men alt det, som i har bygget op, er det styret herfra? Altså sociale medier, design osv.?  
 
Ja, det er det faktisk. Altså alt design er styret herfra København, der sidder kun designere her. Men sådan 
brand delen bliver mere og mere – altså jeg tror kerne content, kommer herfra – men det bliver jo mere og 
mere spredt ud. Vi har fx en head of marketing, som sidder i London, men det er lidt mere Excel marketing, 
som styrer vores 360 grads plan og alt sådan noget. Derudover så sidder vores CRM også derovre. Vores e-
commerce sidder godt nok mest her, men kommer også til at sidde derovre – hvor der jo også er meget ift. 
Content. Vi har en copy righter – altså content editor, som også sidder i London.  
Så der er helt klart en bevægelse plus nu når vi er i gang med at mande kraftigt op i USA. Med en erkendelse 
af, at hvis man vil gøre det godt i USA, så er man nødt til at følge deres spilleregler. Altså typisk 
skandinavisk ville være at sende to danske piger derover og så starte det op, hvilket folk jo også har gjort 
med succes, altså nu skal man passe på, hvad man siger, men måske lidt med ”dansk succes”. Altså nu er jeg 
slet ikke nået dertil endnu, så det er ikke fordi jeg skal tale nogle ned, jeg har jo ikke selv leveret varen 
endnu, men jeg tror, at hvis du virkelig vil have succes, så er du nødt til at spille med på deres principper, for 
det er et helt andet markedet og en helt anderledes måde at tænke på. 
Den europæiske kunde er langt mere sofistikeret og selvstændig, hvorimod det i USA er langt mere sådan – 
make it or break it – altså du kan blive kæmpe stor i morgen, men du kan også dø ligeså hurtigt. Altså hvis 
du bare bygger en forretning op med Department stores, så kan du jo risikere at være væk om to år.  
Kunderne er meget sådan ”followers”, altså de følger en trend eller en celeb eller sådan noget. Det er lidt 
mere sofistikeret herhjemme. Derudover har de relativt få multilabel butikker, som vi kender dem.  
Altså i hele USA har vi 180 wholesalers, som vi gerne vil arbejde med – så det er et helt andet markedet end 
Europa.  
Så det er også sådan noget som Andrea er inde over, ift. At formalisere vores brand platform. Vi har kørt 
sådan en hel proces både internt og eksternt. Og det er super fedt, at få det formaliseret – dog også en lille 
smule farligt. Når du er sådan en start up og agerer som entreprenør, så tænker du jo slet ikke over de samme 
ting, altså du taler fx aldrig om konkurrenter, fordi du på en eller anden måde bare er fuld af dig selv. Og det 
er jo bare så sundt at buldre derudaf, men når du pludselig begynder at mappe konkurrenter, skifter tonen 
altså lidt.  
Det er klart, at man bliver nødt til at kunne navigere på den måde. Men tidligere har vi jo kun talt om brands 
vi ønskede at ligge ved siden af, altså Acne og opefter. Meget inspireret af dem, hvorimod nu bliver det 
pludselig lidt mere penslet ud. Og det tror jeg måske, at man skal passe lidt på med, fordi det er sådan noget, 
som godt kan sætte sig i virksomhedskulturen. 
 
Jeg synes jo i har en meget unik identitet og som du også siger – så har i gjort det anderledes end andre – er 
du bange for at i kan gå hen og blive sådan lidt mere mainstream, når i kommer ud i verden? 
 
Arghhhh. Nej det tror jeg nu ikke, det er jo netop det vi kæmper imod. Vi er meget bevidste om, hvad vi 
gerne vil og prøver at holde fast i det. Som følge af tidligere nævnte brandproces, altså ved at mappe brandet 
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og erkende at du gør en forskel, så det prøver vi selvfølgelig meget at holde fast i selvom det er svært at 
sætte på formel.  
 
Selvfølgelig, det er også derfor jeg tænker, at det på sigt kan være svært, når man vokser og skal have så 
mange forskellige interessenter indover ift. At styre processor og digitale kanaler… 
 
Jamen præcis. Men sådan kommer det selvfølgelig også til at være, når man er på andre markeder.  
Vi havde fx lige en lille shitstorm efter vores show. Som var fordi – altså vi altid arbejdet med diversitet 
siden vi sponsorerede en pige fodboldturnering for syv år siden – men det er klart, som dansk brand, putter 
man jo ikke kun brune piger på catwalken fordi det er jo også hyklerisk, hvis du spørger mig, da det jo på 
ingen måde repræsentere, den der københavner pige, som trods alt er vores image. Så der skal lige være en 
balance.  
Dittes inspiration til det her show, kom så fra, nogle afrikanske kvinder, som hun havde set i Paris  
som holdt fest en helt almindelig onsdag midt på dagen og bare fyrede den af og havde sådan noget 
traditionelt tøj på.  
Det hende så en tanke om, at verden er smuk, bare i sin forskellighed. Og at det ikke behøves at være en 
negativ historie altid. Så det var ligesom baggrunden og for at understrege det, lavede vi selvfølgelig en 
kollektion og en kampagne. Og til set-designet til vores show, finder vi så på at arbejde med en fotograf, som 
hedder Ami Vitale, som er sådan en natural geaographic fotograf, som er super anerkendt – hun er måske 50 
år gammel. Sådan en lille chik petit dame, som bare står alle de der mærkelige steder og tager billeder. Hun 
tog fx det sidste billede af det hvide næsehorn, som sidder sammen med sin passer, da den dør. Hun tager 
nogle virkelig vilde billeder og hendes projekter er altid at vise et positivt billede af verden, for at huske os 
på, at vi skal passe på den i stedet for at vise noget negativt. Så alle der figurerer på hendes billeder er folk 
der har det godt! Og hun tager billederne fordi folk har det godt, så hvis der er mennesker, så er det fx fordi 
de er i skole eller har fået et job – altså ikke fordi de er i en flygtningelejr. Hvis det er dyr, så er det fordi de 
bliver passet i et ’wild life’ reservat eller sådan noget.  
Så vi havde måske ca. 200 billeder, som kører i et diasshow under vores show, ikke som sådan relateret med 
kollektionen – altså ikke kampagne billeder eller noget – de kører bare sådan i baggrunden og der er så 4-5 af 
dem, hvor der er optræder mennesker, hvor resten er sådan noget cityscape eller landscape. Der er måske 
mennesker på lidt flere, men så er det fx en dyrepasser eller sådan noget. Men der er så et billede med 4-5 
piger, med sådan traditionel afghansk hovedbeklædning og Ami kender dem jo, hun ved de går i skole og har 
det godt, men der er så bare en eller anden amerikansk blogger, som går direkte hjem til tasterne den aften og 
bare sviner os til for at være rassister og profitere på fattige mennesker, være tonedepth osv.  
 
Okay det lyder godt nok vildt og uretfærdigt, når man kender hendes bevæg grund for at tage alle de 
billeder… 
 
Ret vildt – man føler det er så uretfærdigt. Især fordi vi jo er nogle, som arbejder ret seriøst med sådanne ting 
– især i en skandinavisk kontekst. Og også ift. Sustainability – vi kommunikerer bare ikke om det. Og når 
folk ikke kender brandet, så er der jo ingen research i sådan en shitstorm. Det er lidt ligesom nationen på 
Ekstra Bladet, altså folk sviner os bare til. Og så lige pludselig opdager hende her bloggeren selvfølgelig, at 
det er hendes ’five minutes’ of fame, fordi folk gerne vil tale med hende og hun kører bare på i sådan en uges 
tid og stiller op til alle mulige interviews. Det er fuldstændig at være i kløerne på Ekstra Bladet, fordi det 
faktuelt ikke er sandt. Og folk skriver de vildeste tinge – men man kan bare ikke gøre noget – de har bare et 
talerør, altså de poster jo bare. Men du gider jo helst ikke at tage den dialog på de kanaler, som du 
kontrollerer, så hvad fanden skal du gøre? Så det eneste du kan gøre, er bare at undskylde, undskylde, 
undskylde.  
 
Puha. Er det noget i har været udsat før, altså netop kvag de sociale medier og at det er så nemt at dele? 
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Nej men ikke på samme måde, men altså der jo altid nogle, som skriver noget, når du sender et nyhedsbrev 
ud med et billede. Altså så synes de enten at pigen har for korte skørter eller står bøjet over en skraldespand, 
hvilket kan være et tegn på et eller andet – altså der er altid nogle.  
Vi har nogle få gange haft nogle sager med for tynde modeller eller faktisk aldrig med modeller, men mere 
hvis vi fx har repostet en bloggers opslag.  
Tidligere har vores PR, så desværre begået den fejl, at de forsøger at forklare det. Der var fx engang en 
situation med en pige, der hedder Pamela Katz fra New York, hvor vi repostede et af hendes egne billeder og 
hvor vores PR, så forsøgte at forklare dem der brokkede sig, at hun altså hed Pamela Katz og var vores 
veninde, som vi kender privat. Hun bor i New York, hun er 28 år gammel og har en kæreste, men hun er 
altså bare tynd fra naturens side og at det jo også er uretfærdigt, ikke at ville vise de tynde. 
Men det kan du altså bare GLEMME, det er simpelthen bare brænde på deres bål. Altså de er jo irrationelle, 
man skal aldrig forsøge at tage konflikten, man skal bare sige undskyld og hive billedet ned. Det er frygtligt. 
Ja det lyder sådan. Men i forhold til netop influensers, hvordan bruger i dem? Er det nogle i selv vælger? 
Eller fungerer det sådan at de poster noget og så re-poster i det? For jeg synes fx ikke at man ser nogle på 
Instagram, som er sponsoreret af Ganni? 
 
Nej, vi har aldrig sponsoreret nogle – aldrig aldrig – det kan godt være vi kommer til det på et eller andet 
tidspunkt, men ikke lige nu. Altså vi var jo tidligt ude og arbejdede tidligt med influensers, måske kvag min 
baggrund. Det var egentlig ikke rigtig strategisk, men vi arbejdede med mange af de her piger, mens de 
ligesom skabte en karriere. Fx Pernille Teisbeck, Camille Charriere, Veronika Heilbruner og sådan nogle.  
Altså dengang de heller ikke rigtig vidste, hvad havde gang i. Altså der gik jo to år, så fløj de pludselig first-
class, også stak det bare af med følgere, det er ret sindssygt. Altså det er jo lidt fjollet det der, det synes jeg 
egentlig stadigvæk på nogle områder, men nu er de jo bare blevet medier. 
Men nu er det jo super organiseret. Altså de bliver jo tierret på alle mulige forskellige lag. Og du ved 
nøjagtig, hvem der må få hvad hvornår og hvordan de er seatet. 
Altså nogle af dem – de vigtigste af dem – de vil kun i ting, som ikke er i butikkerne, så det er jo et kæmpe 
puslespil og styre det, så du ikke får strøget ting for tidligt ud, men heller ikke for sent, men samtidig før 
nogle andre osv. – så altså nogle komplicerede pakker.  
 
Ja okay. Kan i så mærke direkte, hvis nogle af de store influensers har en jakke eller en anden item på? Altså 
er det noget i måler på? 
 
Hmm. Altså ofte kan man se en direkte sammenhæng – det kan så fx både være en helt almindelig pige fra 
Aalborg, som vi ikke har sponsoreret, men bare poster selv, som så bare rammer en T-shirt på et tidspunkt, 
der passer lige til hendes followers og så kan det sælge. Eller fx har vi oplevet engang med Pernille 
Teisbeck, hvor hun havde en bomberjakke på, som vi ikke kunne sælge, da det var midt i in-salget – altså 
man sælger jo ind og så leverer man varen et halvt år senere – og så havde hun den på i modeugen i Paris 
selvom den jo er den vi sælger ind og som først kommer i butikkerne seks måneder senere – så det var jo 
både godt og skidt – fordi så vender alle de der indkøbere jo rundt på hælen og vil alle sammen købe det i 
resten af sæsonen og dem vi havde haft møde med, de vender tilbage og vil have den – så nogle gang, kan 
man se en klar sammenhæng.  
Men vi har jo også prøvet alt fra Rihanna til Gigi Hadid, Bella Hadid og Beyonce – så alle mulige og det har 
bare ’zero’ effekt nogle gange.  
Jeg kan huske første gang, en af de store kendte havde det på – tror det var Bella Hadid – altså det blev 
virkelig samlet op af alle, sådan aviserne i England, The Mirror og Sunday Times, med link til Mytheresa 
hvor du kunne købe det osv. Det var en silke kimono. Og jeg tænkte virkelig ”okay, det her, det bliver vildt”, 
så jeg ringede til Mytheresa nogle dage efter for at høre, hvor mange de havde solgt og så havde de kun solgt 
ni i hele sæsonen.  
Så der skal være et eller andet ’connect’. Det er klart, hvis Rihanna går ud og tagger Ganni og siger at hun 
elsker det her brand, så vil det nok gå amok – det er jeg sikker på, men der er vi ikke lige nået til endnu.  
 
Nej okay. Så bare fordi, at de har det på, er det ikke ens betydning med, at det kan mærkes direkte? 
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Nej overhovedet ikke, det er desværre aldrig lykkedes os helt at mappe den der sammenhæng, for der er et 
eller andet med produktkategori, prispunkt, type af influenser og hvad de influenser gør – så hvis man kunne 
mappe det – det er der sikkert nogle som kan, jeg har bare ikke styr på det – så kunne du arbejde meget mere 
målrettet med det.  
Så det er ret sjovt, men jo det er klart – influensers har spillet en stor rolle. 
 
Ja det lyder da virkelig sådan. Hvad er så jeres plan her det kommende år? I forhold til åbning af butikker 
osv.? 
 
Jamen, det er jo at vi går fra et skandinavisk roll-out til et internationalt roll-out. 
På butikssiden vil vi gerne ramme sådan ca. 1/3 egen e-commerce, 1/3 egen retail og 1/3 wholesale.  
Og så selvfølgelig vokse det hele. Men det betyder at wholesale, som måske nu er 70% af vores omsætning 
(fordi det bare vokser så sindssygt), det skal reduceres relativt i forhold til resten af virksomheden. Vi har 
tidligt investeret meget hurtigt i e-commerce og det gør vi stadigvæk, så det er klart den kanal, skal bare 
fylde mere ved os. 
Og så ruller vi butikker ud, men skifter gear til sådan en ’international metropol apporach’, så det bliver 
sådan mere. 
Vi åbner fx i Stockholm i begyndelse af marts, flagship store. Og vi åbner en i London i juni, også som 
flagship, derudover har vi skrevet under på et sted i New York, som vi skulle have overtaget 1 juni, men der 
er vi så blevet – eller vi og landlord – er blevet sagsøgt af den nuværende lejer. Altså vi har ikke gjort andet 
end at skrive under på en lejekontrakt og alligevel er vi blevet sagsøgt, så jeg ved ikke lige hvor dan lander 
henne. 
Og så har vi en masse optioner på hånden i LA, så det bliver en lidt anderledes approach. Så det bliver nok 
omkring to butikker i hver af de der storbyer, en er for lidt, til at det kan betale sig. 
 
Okay. Det lyder da virkelig interessant 
 
Ja, det bliver virkelig interessant men en anderledes tilgang. 
 
Ja okay. Regner i så med, at i kommer til at skulle gøre noget anderledes ift. At brande jer selv og 
markedsføre jer selv? 
 
Altså ja. I USA bygger vi sådan et separat team, som dækker alle funktioner undtagen sådan noget som back-
office og design. De får deres eget marketing, deres eget salg. De sidder allerede 10 mand derover nu, så de 
får i vid udstrækning lov til at køre det selv, men ellers bliver det ikke sådan de store ændringer.  
De næste år kommer til at være meget sådan ’business as usual’ altså bortset fra lige at få det hele drejet så 
det er – 1/3, 1/3 & 1/3. Og at vi går over til den der ’flagship metropol approach’ ift. Retail roll-out.  
Og så tror jeg, at der, hvor vi kommer til at gøre en masse ting, det er sådan mere på sustainabillity i bred 
forstand. 
 
Ja okay. Hvad gør i ift. Sustainability nu? Nu sagde du jo tidligere at i ikke rigtig kommunikerer omkring 
det? 
 
Jamen vi gør jo mange ting. Vi har signet op for tre pledges, som vi arbejder på at leve op til. 

- Det ene handler om CO2 
- Det andet handler om plastik 
- Og det tredje handler om, at vi skal producere produkter, som er gående mode en cirkulær økonomi 

– altså som kan genbruges. 
Så det er ligesom vores tre pledges. Også har vi tre UN global goals, som vi arbejder med.  

- Det er ’gender equality’ 
- Det er ’conscious consumption’, som handler om at recycle og ikke at overproducere  
- Og den sidste er ’climate change’.  
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Climate change har altid været den mest væsentlige for os. Det er noget, som jeg har arbejdet med i snart 25 
år – gud vide, hvorfor jeg er endt i tøjbranchen. Men det er noget, som jeg har tudet folk ørene fulde med i 
mange år.  
Jeg læste filosofi og økonomi på Handelshøjskolen, som den første årgang. Og der havde vi nogle 
professorer, der havde opfundet det etiske regnskab, så det arbejdede vi med. Som jo var sådan en tidlig 
version af sådan nogle 3’P regnskaber. Samtidig læste jeg ´game theory´ og især ’business dilemma’ synes 
jeg var interessant. For mig var det bare, sådan jeg opfattede mennesket. Altså kortsigtet optimering til det 
fælles værste. Og så det kombineret med at læse alle de bøger om, hvor skidt verden stod til.  
Det var meget et ’sliding doors moment’, så jeg skrev speciale om det og udviklede et værktøj, der hed ’etik 
som parameter i din markedsføring’, som var mega fucking fedt. Vi fik kun 11 for det, men det var 
simpelthen fordi professoren ikke forstod os, for det var genialt. Og det er jo det, som blev til stakeholder 
kommunikation i dag. Og der var faktisk også et reklamebureau – Danmarks fjerde største – noget der 
hedder Envision sådan et jydebureau, som samlede op på det og prøvede at bygge en afdeling i København 
med fokus på det, men det var jo bare 10-15 år for tidligt. Bortset fra, hvis man havde kaldt det stakeholder 
kommunikation – det var der jo massere, som blev store på lige omkring den tid, sådan noget interessant 
analyser, tanken om at man skulle kommunikere med alle dine stakeholders og du skal autokommunikere og 
huske at når du kommunikere ud af, så kommunikerer du samtdig også med dine egne ansatte osv.  
Min makke mødte faktisk mange år senere, hende som var censor på vores speciale i sådan en professionel 
kontekst og havde et møde med hende. Hun er en meget anerkendt professor, som lavede noget, der mindede 
meget om. Og det første hun sagde, da han trådte ind i det mødelokale, det var ’i skulle have haft 13 
dengang’. Og det var jo 10 år senere og hun sagde vitterligt bare, at hun ikke havde forstået det ordentligt 
dengang, men det gjorde hun nu. 
 
Alt dette beskriver jo meget godt, alt det som lægger til grund for dine forretningstanker… 
 
Ja netop. Men altså vi gør jo som sagt en masse ting, men det er mega svært i tøjbranchen. Altså vi mapper 
vores CO2 forbrug og vi ved jo, at for vores vedkommende, så kommer omkring 86% fra vores supply chain, 
altså produktionen at tøj, 65% kommer fra selve fabric – alt det ligger i Italien, Portugal og Tyrkiet eller i 
Kina og en lille smule i Indien. Og på selve produktionen, de 86%, det er så i første led, hvorimod fabric er 
ude i andet/tredje/fjerde/femte led og vi skal nok kontrollere dem og vi har egentlig godt styr på vores supply 
chain og har en masse standarder, som vores leverandører skal leve op til og mapper dem under det, som 
hedder HIC index, som går ud på at være transparent indenfor supply chain, så det er selvfølgelig en ting, 
men hvis du skal have dem til at levere sådan nogle innovative nye produkter, hvor du er sikker på at din 
fabric leverandør i Kina bruger grøn strøm osv., så kan man bare glemme det. 
Jeg mener, hvis ikke engang Nike eller regeringen gør det, så kommer det jo ikke til at ske og det kan vi jo 
ikke nogensinde drive. Men jeg tror på – nu så jeg lige, at den engelsk regering anbefaler – nærmest en slags 
skat på ’fast fashion’. De har lavet sådan en rapport, hvor de har grillet alle ’fast fashion’ brands og nu 
foreslår de, at man i hvert fald lægger ’en pench’ per peace du sælger, som en slags sustainability told. Og 
jeg tror, at der kommer meget mere af sådan noget fremadrettet, men medmindre du opfinder et tøjprodukt, 
som er fuldstændig ’impact free’ på et eller andet niveau – det kan du jo aldrig helt, men så tror jeg, at du 
bliver kørt over – altså om ti år, så kan du ikke lave fashion på den her måde, hvor du skifter sæsoner hele 
tiden, medmindre med at du har virkelig styr på det der. 
Så vi gør som sagt en masse ting på området og for at summere op – vi implementere HIC index, vi mapper 
vores carbon, hvilket er det, som jeg er allermest bange for altså at jorden går under – bogstaveligtalt. Altså 
CO2 er jo det værste og det kompenserer vi får, så alt vores tøj er CO2 kompenseret, alle vores medarbejdere 
er CO2 kompenseret, som privatpersoner, alle vores underleverandører er CO2 kompenseret. 
Og så har vi en masse projekter, som vi er med på, ikke nødvendigvis har en impact, men handler mere om at 
skabe awareness internt og eksternt. Vi får fx vegetarmad, vi har en masse forskellige initiativer – vi 
promoverer fx at folk skal cykle til arbejde – også i New York og London og hjælper dem med det osv.  
Vi har ca. 25 projekter, som vi har implementeret og så ca. 25 projekter, som vi arbejder mod at 
implementere – set i grove træk. 
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Så der bliver gjort en del, må man sige. 
 
Ja der sker rigtig meget, hvilket jeg også synes er super spændende. 
 
Ja det forstår jeg godt, det tænker jeg også at i bliver nødt til, når man ser, hvordan samfundet har udviklet 
enormt mange forventninger og standarder til, hvordan virksomheder skal agere.  
 
Ja præcis, der skal virkelig ske noget.  
 
Lige endnu et spørgsmål, har i en klar strategi for, hvem i gerne vil positionere jer imod og har det ændret 
sig? Også fremover i udlandet i England fx? 
 
Nej, vi er jo heldigvis der, hvor vi var tidlig ud med at ville være internationale, hvilket gør at Skandinavien 
allerede nu udgør mindre end halvdelen af vores omsætning selv med alle de butikker vi har.  
Hvilket vi har været enormt glade for, fordi vi havde lige et kæmpe dyk i Q3 og Q4 i Skandinavien sidste år 
og især Danmark i særdeleshed. Det er jo derfor Tiger of Sweden nærmest mangler penge, derfor BR 
lukkede, IC group gik 18% tilbage i Q3 – altså det var jo nærmest et blodbad.  
Jeg talte med IC og de sagde, at det seriøst var på tværs af alle deres brands – lige fra ’fast fashion’ til 
Malene Birger og Tiger of Sweden, de var helt rundt på gulvet, de kunne slet ikke gennemskue, hvad det var.  
Og det er jo bare lidt det der med, at der er for meget discounting. Og så havde vi den der varme sommer og 
så gik folk i gang med at discounte deres efterårsvarer allerede i august og når man så nåede til black Friday, 
der var folk bare færdige med discounting.  
Og det er jo netop den der butiksdød, som man har talt om i så mange år. Altså man har jo stadigvæk lige 
kunne holde et VIP-salg for dine lokale kunder og så lige dække kassekreditten der, men nu kan man bare 
ikke længere flytte varer på, at gå på udsalg fordi nu er folk blevet immune overfor det.  
Så jeg er glad for, at vi var internationale på det tidspunkt. Altså USA er vores største wholesale marked nu 
efterfulgt af UK.  
Så på den måde, er det en meget forskellige kunde vi har. Fordi i USA, er de meget i ’discovery’ fasen og i 
UK er de til en vis grad også, det er stadigvæk lidt sådan, at kunderne føler at de lige har opdaget det her 
’europæiske eksotiske mærke’. Mens i Danmark og Norge er kunderne meget mere mættede og jeg kan helt 
klart se, at det i Danmark fx, helt klart begynder at blive en yngre kunde end tidligere. Og det kan man 
selvfølgelig godt være lidt bekymret for fordi det er jo sådan lidt de der faser, det går igennem, så ender du 
med at det er din 13-årige lillesøster, som gør i det. 
Det er lidt ligesom med City Boys – det er ikke sjovt at havne der, fordi de vokser jo op og så er der ingen 
andre, som vil tage over. 
Så der skal nok komme nogle udfordringer der, sådan er det jo.  
Sverige er lidt noget andet, der har vi været lidt senere ude og der er vi stadigvæk super cool. Så det er meget 
forskelligt og vi har egentlig heller ikke brugt så meget energi på, at mappe den der kunde. Hvilket også er 
noget som L Catterton ikke helt forstår, fordi de normalt bruger meget minutiøst energi på at kortlægge, 
hvem kunderne er i deres andre samarbejder.  
Altså vores gennemsnitskunde er de der 25-35-årige, fordi vores prispunkt trods alt gør, at ikke så mange 
igen kan være med.  
Selvom i den internationale verden, anses det stadigvæk, som værende så mærkeligt, fordi fuldstændig 
sammenlignelige produkter koster jo typisk meget mere. Altså fx i USA, så koster en kjole fra os måske 
$200-300, hvorimod et helt sammenligneligt produkt vil koste $500-800, så det er bare noget helt andet. De 
shopper bare på en anden måde fordi de betaler så meget mindre i skat, så økonomien er sat sammen på en 
helt anden måde, så du shopper dig nærmest til at betale et bidrag til samfundet, hvorimod vi betaler det via 
skatten, så derfor har du jo råderum til at købe en kjole til $600, hvorimod det i Danmark vil være en dyr 
kjole. Altså 4000-5000 kr. for en kjole, det gør man jo ikke bare lige. 
 
Ja okay. Kommer i til at ændre jeres prissætning? 
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Nej nej, vi har allerede haft masser af muligheder for det. Vi havde på et tidspunkt, hvor vi introducerede 
mange flere optioner i den dyreste tredjedel af vores kollektion, altså vi lavede nogle enkelte dyre ting, men 
det var nu mere marketing. Basistredjedelen den er meget intakt, altså der var engang, hvor vi lavede nogle 
kjoler til sådan 6.999 og 7.999, men nej. 
Altså international har de jo som sagt skreget på, at vi gjorde det, men det har vi altså ikke gjort og det er en 
del af vores succes, så det skal vi ikke blive fristet af. 
Der er der så mange brands, som har gjort gennem tiden, altså når de blev interessant som brand, så hævede 
de priserne som det første. Acne gjorde det big time og har trods alt for store stryg for det. Så det undgår vi. 
 
Okay mange tak, jeg synes det er meget interessant at høre om.  
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